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• Page 22, The column vector on the right of the first matrix equation should be





• Page 32, Reference in the first statement, change from Reference 5-1 to
Reference 5-5
• Page 34, Reference 5-6, delete and change to:




This report describes a NASTRAN analysis of the solid rocket booster (SRB)
substructure of the space shuttle 1/8-scale structural dynamics model.
The NASTRAN finite element modeling capability was first used to formulate
a model of a cylinder 10 in. radius by a 200 in. length to investigate the accuracy and
adequacy of the proposed grid point spacing. Results were compared with a shell anal-
ysis and demonstrated relatively accurate results for NASTRAN for the lower modes,
which were of primary interest.
A finite element model of the full SRB was then formed using CQUAD2 plate ele-
ments containing membrane and bending stiffness and CBAR offset bar elements to
represent the longerons and frames. Three layers of three-dimensional CHEXAI ele-
ments were used to model the propellant. This model, consisting of 4000 degrees of
freedom (DOF) initially, was reduced to 176 DOF using Guyan reduction, and
solved in Rigid Format 3 to obtain undamped modes and frequencies. The fundamental
NASTRAN mode was 56.4 Hz compared to 58.4 Hz calculated for the beam model.
The model was then submitted for complex Eigenvalue analysis under Rigid For-
mat 7. After experiencing considerable difficulty with attempts to run the complete
model, it was split into two substructures. These were run separately and combined
into a single 116 degree of freedom A set which was successfully run and are reported
herein. The calculated modes included:
• First bending at 56.1 Hz with a critical damping of 2.8%
• First torsion mode at 168.3 Hz with 13.6% of critical damping.
The NASTRAN model in the form of IBM cards, listings, and drawings has been
delivered to the NASA Langley Research Center Structures and Dynamics Division.
in
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FOR MODELING OF A 1/8-SCALE DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (SRB)
By A. Levy, J. Zalesak, M. Bernstein, and P. W. Mason
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Bethpage, New York 11714
INTRODUCTION
This report discusses work that was performed under Master Agreement Con-
tract NAS 1-10635, Task Order 14 for the Structural Mechanics Branch, Structures
and Dynamics Division, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
The basic objectives of the task were:
(1) Formulation of an analytical NASTRAN representation of the significant
dynamic characteristics of the 1/8-scale model of the shuttle solid
rocket booster as specified by drawings and design details developed
under NAS 1-10635-11 and later revised under a Rockwell Internation-
al task
(2) Construction of the solid rocket booster models
(3) Participation in a comparison of experimentally determined structural
dynamic characteristics with results of the analysis, and proposing
modifications in analysis technology as required.
Part (3) of this task was later modified because of unavailable experimental
data and the necessity to devote the time to other analytical tasks.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE 1/8-SCALE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER
The 1/8-scale shuttle dynamic model is based on Grumman's parallel-burn Space
Shuttle Design 619 shown schematically in Figa 1, A moekup of the 1/8-scale Shuttle
model basic configuration is shown in Fig. 2, A detailed structural arrangement of
the prototype SRB is shown in Fig. 3, In simplifying the design, a major objective was
to keep the model fabrication cost within target while retaining as many of the signi-
ficant structural dynamic characteristics as possible. For the alloted funds it was
thus impossible to consider a replica at the small scale necessary for testing in the
existing NASA/Langley facilities. Hence, only the general characteristics of the major
SRB components were simulated without attempting to model local details.
The 1/8-scale solid rocket booster model shown assembled in Fig. 4 and sche-
matically in Fig. 5 consists of three separable parts:
• A forward skirt
• A propellant cylinder
• An aft skirt.
The design is described in Reference 5-1 and in the drawings listed in Table 1.
The model described, provides a basis for comparison with the analytical NASTRAN
model.
The scaling relationships that must exist between the model and the prototype
are shown in Table 2. These directly follow from a dimensional analysis of the var-
ious parameters that influence the dynamic behavior of the structure, and from the
choice of the model material,, Extrapolating prototype behavior from model test data
is accomplished by using these scaling relationships directly. It should be noted
however, that because of design expediency, some of the scaling rules have been com-
promised. Some liberty has also been taken in modeling the stiffness characteristics
in so far as some lumping was necessary in order to avoid the large expense of exact
scaling of very small dimensions. Thus, stiffeners have been lumped to some extent
but not eliminated completely.
14
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Fig. 2 Mockup of 1/8-Scale Shuttle Model During
Vertical Suspension
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Fig. 3 Prototype SRB Inboard Profil
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Table 1 Drawing Descriptions of 1/8-Scale Model
Drawing Number Description














































LO2 Tank Assembly (2 Sheets)
Intertank Skirt Assembly
LH2 Tank Assembly (2 Sheets)
Aft Skirt Assembly
SRB Forward Skirt Assembly
SRB Propellent Cylinder Assembly
SRB Aft Skirt Assembly
LH2 Tank Fitting Installation
Rings for External Tank
Intertank Skirt Frame Assembly
LH2 Tank Frame Assembly
External Tank Aft Skirt Frame Assembly
SRB Rings
SRB-to-External Tank Thrust Fittings
External Tank-to-SRB Thrust Fitting
Orbiter Forward Section Assembly and Installation
Orbiter Payload Bay Cover Assembly and Installation
Orbiter Payload Module Installation
Orbiter Aft Section Assembly
Orbiter Wing Installation
Orbiter Fuselage Side and Bottom Skin Panel Assembly and Installation
Orbiter Keel Assembly and Installation
Orbiter Wing Beam Carry-Through Assembly
Orbiter Aft Interstage Fitting Assembly
Orbiter Engine Support Bulkhead Assembly (2 Sheets)
Orbiter Fin-Stub Installation
Orbiter Fuselage Forward Frame Assembly
Orbiter Abort SRB Installation
Model Cosmetic Lines (2 Sheets)
Orbiter Engine Bulkhead (Station 180.009) Fittings
Intertank Skirt Assembly (NAR Configuration)
Frame Installation Intertank Skirt (NAR Configuration)
SRB Forward Skirt Assembly (NAR Configuration)
Thrust Fitting-lntertank Skirt (NAR Configuration)
Thrust Pin (NAR Configuration)
Comparison NAR Shuttle Configuration and 1/8-Scale Dynamic Model
T14-KTI NOTE:
(1) Copies of each of the above drawings have been submitted separately to NASA/Langley
and to North American Rockwell
(2) These drawings are available from the Structural Mechanics Branch, Structures and
Dynamics Division, NASA/Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, 23365.
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"Aluminum Used in Model to Represent Steel Prototype
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II
While accurate modeling of the prototype was desirable for extrapolating basic
Shuttle dynamic characteristics, another prime object of the study was the NASTRAN
dynamic analysis and its correlation with model test data. A complete static and
dynamic analysis was made using NASTRAN with the structure modeled to a degree
of refinement considered sufficient for preliminary design purposes. Therefore, the
need for direct scaling of the prototype design to obtain an exact model in every detail
was not considered to be crucial. It should also be pointed out that the Shuttle design
was still in a state of flux at the beginning of this study, thus any attempt to model the
then current vehicle exactly was not overly beneficial to the Shuttle Project.
Forward Skirt - The forward skirt shown in Fig. 6 is designed to typify the solid
rocket booster/external tank (ET) interstage connection of the proposed Rockwell Inter-
national configuration of Nov. 29, 1972. This was a modification to the original design
for the 1/8-scale shuttle model. It is constructed of aluminum, consists of a cylinder
19.5 inches in dia and 21 inches long containing one longeron along the azimuth where
it is fastened to the ET. In that local area the skin is increased in two steps from the
basic 0.040 in. thickness by a riveted doublcr which itself is chem milled. The net
result is a multi-step variation in thickness from 0.040 in. to 0.188 in. at the KT con-
nection point. Refer to Fig. 13 for adeveloped view of the forward skirt. The single lon-
geron is designed to distribute the axial loads. It is a variable cross-sectional area,
being a maximum at the forward ring where a single pin is used to fasten the SRB to the
ET.
Around the top and bottom of the cylinder are frames consisting of two back-
to-back channel members separated and fastened by cylindrical inner spacers. A
ring riveted to the bottom of the forward skirt contains provisions for machine screw
fasteners every 0. 66 in. for attaching to the propellant cylinder.
Propellant Cylinders - Three sets of propellant cylinders were formed and loaded
with inert solid propellant to represent different weight configurations. All had a
0.1875 in. thick aluminum shell and were 19.5 in. in dia and 147.32 in. long. This
length included the machined rings riveted to the ends for fastening the skirts. The
length of propellant material in these cylinders is about 145.4 inches. The propel-
lant weight configurations simulated were for lift-off, maximum dynamic pressure,




Fig. 6 1/8-Scale Solid Rocket Booster Forward Skirt
more detail later was supplied by United Technology Corp (UTC). A photograph
showing end views of the two heavier pairs of cylinders for the lift-off and mid-burn
weights is presented in Fig. 7. The weight of each cylinder before and after pouring
of the simulated propellant as recorded by UTC is shown in Table 3.
Aft Skirt - The aft SRB skirt shown in Fig. 8 is constructed of aluminum and con-
sists of a short cylindrical section and a longer conical section. Skin thickness is
0.062 inches. At the intersection of the conical and upper cylindrical section is the
U-shaped ring used for mounting the fittings for the struts attaching the SRB to the
ET. At the top of the conical section is the machined ring which mates with the pro-
pellant cylinders. The conical section contains four longerons made of double channel
sections which terminate in the fittings used to fasten the entire model to the base
support structures. At the bottom of the aft SRB skirt, the conical skin is fastened




Fig. 7 End View of Propellent Cylinders for 1/8-Scale Model of Solid Rocket Booster








































Fig. 8 1/8-Scale Model Solid Rocket Booster Aft Skirt
Propellant Characteristics - The most significant characteristics of the solid pro-
pellant for vibration are the complex moduli corresponding to the range of frequen-
cies encountered. The simulated propellant used for the 1/8-scale model was inert
UTI-610 manufactured by United Technology Center Division of United Aircraft Corp.
in Sunnyvale, California. This consists of essentially the same binder-fuel-curative
components as UTP-3001 propellant used in Titan. Inert sodium chloride and inert
ammonium sulphate were substituted for the ammonium perchlorate in the inert
UTI-610.
Batch 400-1384 which was used in the 1/8-scale model, yielded samples having a
density of 0.0627 Ib/cu in., a stress at maximum load of 132 psi and a strain at
maximum load of 40 per cent. Estimated tensile and shear properties believed
applicable were furnished by UTC (Reference 5-2) and are listed in Table 4.
1:1
II
The moduli vary with both frequency and temperature. The variation with tem-
perature is shown in Fig. 9. The data is applicable for 18 C since the value of at is
1.0. If the temperature should be 5 C higher, then the value of at becomes 1.58, be-
cause the log 1.58 = 0.2. To determine the modulus for this temperature at a specific
frequency, form the product and find the corresponding value in Table 4. For the
analyses described, the Modulus of Elasticity E, was taken as 25,000 and the loss
factor, P , as 0.52.
Four containers of propellant were poured as samples during the filling of the SRB
cylinders. Each sample contained about 8 Ib (two quarts) of propellant. These were
delivered to the Langley Research Center with the 1/8-scale SRB model.





































































































"Taken from Ref. 5-2.











T14-9 Fig. 9 WLF and Experimental Shift Factors for UTP 6055/1141 Inert Propellant
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1 1
NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF SRB
The idealization of the solid xocket booster, shown in Fig. 10, is a NASTRAN
generated plot of the outer shell. The locations of the frames and longerons of the ex-
perimental model are indicated by the number and symbol key. The dimensions used
to model the frames and longerons are shown in Fig 11. Figure 12 shows the complete
finite-element idealization including:
• All the properties
• Geometry of the model
• Tie down points
• Summary of the type and number of elements.
Plate elements (CQUAD2) containing membrane and bending stiffness are used
to represent the outer skin. The thickness of the plate elements in the forward skirt
includes the effects of the doubler and various straps and plates. Figure 13 shows a
developed view. Offset bar elements (CBAR) are used to represent the frames and
longerons. Three heavy frames exist: the first at STA 44.5 which is the forward
skirt-propellant cylinder connection; the second at STA 191.820 which is at the aft
skirt-propellant cylinder connection; and the third at STA 196.250 which is the transi-
tion to the conical section of the aft skirt (also the SRB/ET interstage connection).
Three-dimensional elements (CHEXAI) are used to model the propellant. Three
layers of elements (in the radial direction) are used in the full propellant load (lift-
off) condition. The incompressibility of the solid fuel is approximated by using a
Poisson ratio of 0.49.
A preprocessor has been developed to generate the finite-element model. This
program generates:
(1) A cylindrical shell
(2) A cylindrical shell with a solid cylindrical interior
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Minor changes are made in the forward skirt model to adjust the thickness o£
the various elements.
In order to obtain a guide for the accuracy of the NASTRAN program and the
adequacy of the SRB finite-element model, the SRB was modeled as a cylinder of
radius 0.25 m. (10 in.) and length 5.08 m. (200 in.). The finite-element idealization
consisted of 21 bays along the length and 12 bays around the circumference. The
following table represents a comparison of results between NASTRAN using theGivens
method (Rigid Format 3), Grumman's STARS-2V program (Ref. 5-3) and NASA
Langley's SRA program (Ref. 5-4). The STARS -2V and SRA programs are based on
thin-shell orthotropic theory. The accuracy of the NASTRAN results are relatively
good for the lower modes, which are of primary interest, and depend upon the
relative complexity of the Eigenvectors.
Empty Cylinder Vibration Analysis
Frequency, Hz
Stars-2V
52.0 (n = 2, 1st)
52.4 (n = 2, 2nd)
66.6 (n = 2, 3rd)
119.3 (n= 1, 1st)
120.4(n = 2, 4th)
147.1 (n = 3, 1st)
SRA
51.56(n = 2, 1st)
51.66(n= 2, 2nd)
66.04 (n = 2, 3rd)


















n = number of circumferential full waves; 1st, 2nd etc. = number of
lateral half waves.
T14-7IT)
After establishing confidence in the number and spacing of the grid points, a
model was formulated representing the complete SRB including full propellant ele-
ments, forward skirt, and aft skirt. This was submitted for NASTRAN real Eigen-
value analysis using Rigid Format 3. As part of this analysis, an equilibrium check
21
14 itsJ yllsnoilnsSfli
is made on the entire SRB model (skin plus propellant) after the generation of the re-
duced stiffness and mass matrices. For this purpose, temporary rigid body supports
are included as shown below:
T14-20
Equilibrium matrices for the free degrees of freedom are formulated and rep-
resent the resultant forces about a chosen point (0). These resultants are compared
to the overall resultants at the support points (shown below).
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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A detailed description of the DMAP Alter package used for this purpose is pre-
sented in Ref. 5-5.
The undamped vibrational modes for the full cylinders are listed in the tables
that follow. The model consisted of 4, 000 DOF which were reduced to 1 76 DOF after
a Guyan reduction was employed. The modes of most interest are the 1st and 2nd
22
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bending modes and the longitudinal rod and thickness shear mode. The latter involves
extension of the outer case and extension and shear deformation of the propellant.
Figure 14 shows shematie crosH-soeMomil views of (he lalmil ; i tul Imi^itudiiiMl v i l in t
tional motion, and Fig. 15 presents orthographic views of the motion obtained from
the NASTRAN analysis. The table titled Vibration Analysis of Full Propellant Cylin-
der-Undamped, includes the results for simple beam theory for the modes of interest
(bending and longitudinal) based on the composite properties of the SRB cylinder.
Using a structural damping factor of 0.52 for the propellant elements which is
the material property determined from Table 4, the complex Eigenvalues for the low-
est bending and longitudinal modes were obtained using Rigid Format 7. These are
compared with the undamped modes as tablulated in the second table below. Simple
beam theory (no shear) predicts a value of 1/Q = 0.028, which agrees with the bending
mode damping coefficient, c/cc. The difference between this value and that for the
longitudinal mode is due to the thickness shear effects. (Refer to Fig. 14b).
Vibration Analysis of Full Propellant Cylinder - Undamped
Mode
n = 1, m = 1
n = 0, torsion




































(FREQUENCY = 56.4 Hzl
FREQUENCY
56.4 Hz





INNER RADIUS OF PROPELLANT
SKIN LINE
LL \ \ \ INNER RADIUS\ V^ PROPELLANT
^CENTER LINE
OF SRB
(bl FREE LONGITUDINAL ROD MODE SHOWING LONGITUDINAL THICKNESS
SHEAR DEFLECTION 1196.0 Hz)
Fig. 14 Shapes for SRB Modes
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(a) FIRST FREE BENDING MODE.
56.4 Hz





T-14-15 Fig. 15 Shapes for SRB Bending Modes
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After these initial two Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors were obtained, the NASTRAN
model was submitted unsuccessfully several times in an effort to calculate other modes.
The model during these submissions had 3,114 degrees of freedom (DOF) in the F set
and was set up to omit 2,902 coordinates with 212 remaining. The OMIT Set was finally
eliminated but the run took 70 min of CPU time. Attempts to run from the checkpoint
tape were not successful, therefore the model was split into two parts. The forward
portion consisted of 2,508 DOF in the G set (1,746 in the F set) and 282 in the A set.
The NASTRAN data used in this submission is listed in Appendix A. This portion of
the model is shown in Fig. 16. The aft portion consisted of 2,310 DOF in the G set
(1,548 in the F set) and 266 in the A set. The NASTRAN data used is also included in
Appendix A. Figure 17 presents a view of the aft portion of the model. In order to keep
the computation time at a reasonable level, these half structure models were not per-
mitted to proceed into the Eigenvalue routines, as may be noted from the alter state-
ments in the Executive Control Data which effectively eliminates all steps between 89
and 162, and 164 through 167. Instead, the submissions were scheduled for EXIT after
DMAP statement 88. The reduced models of both portions of the SRB were then copied
onto tapes. The DMAP statements and data for the tape copy run are also listed in the
appendix. The combined NASTRAN model was then reduced to 116 DOF and success-
fully ran in Rigid Format 7. Twelve Eigenvalues were obtained (Table 5), using 17
CPU min of computer time. A description of each mode is also shown in the table.
NASTRAN plot capability has not been extended to Rigid Format 7. The DMAP Alter
statements in the Executive Control Cards for this submission did include statements
designed to plot the real part of the complete Eigenvector but they did not function pro-
perly for this run, and only two plots were generated. The undeformed model is shown
in Fig. 18, and the first bending mode in Fig. 19. These views are included
















































































. 1st Bending Mode about Z Axis
1st Bending Mode about Y Axis
2nd Bending Mode about Y Axis
2nd Bending Mode about Z Axis
1st Torsion Mode
1st Axial Mode
3rd Bending Mode about Y Axis
3rd Bending Mode about Z Axis
Local Mode of Aft Skirt Longerons
Local Ring Mode of Aft Skirt
4th Bending Mode about Z Axis








































The NASTRAN model weight was not changed by the Guyan reduction pro-
cedure. Table 6 compares the output of the Grid Point Weight Generator (MO)
with the weights determined from the reduced mass matrix (MOGG). The
latter is determined from the L set (Reference 5-1).
The NASTRAN model reduced stiffness matrix has adequately low value for
the (X) Matrix. This indicates no constraint errors as discussed in Sub-
section 3.5.5 of the NASTRAN Theoretical Manual (Ref. 5-6).
Experience has indicated that NASTRAN Eigenvalue problems should be kept
to less than 250 DOF in the A set for both an IBM 370-165 with less than
400K core and a CDC 6600 with less than 300K (octal) core. This is parti-
cularly true of the Inverse Power or Determinant methods which are to be used as
required in Rigid Format 7. The complex arithmetic in Rigid Format 7,
while necessary to calculate the damping, results in using two storage loca-
tions for each DOF, therefore these numbers would have to be halved,
leaving 125 as the practical upper limit. ;
The large Guyan reductions required, limit the adequacy of the model, partic-
ularly for shell modes. The model does riot take advantage of symmetry
since the original intent was to use substructuring procedures to couple this
model to the remainder of the shuttle. Subsequent work at Langley has shown
that limiting the model to 90° between vertical and lateral planes of sym-
metry (and/or antisymmetry), employing harmonic reduction, and planning
for modal coupling, would allow more adequate definition of the shell modes.
No work was done in comparing analysis with experiments. This task was
modified to eliminate that objective due to unavailable experimental data and
the necessity to devote the time to other analytical tasks.
32
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MO = Weight from Grid Point Weight Generator for Original Model Before Reduction
















X = Rigid Body Stiffness Matrix (Ref. 5-6), Should = 0
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IAPPENDIX
The Appendix contains the following information:
• NASTRAN data for SRB Aft Half Model - 32 pages
• NASTRAN data for SRB Forward Half Model - 30 pages
• NASTRAN data for SRB Copy Run - 5 pages
• NASTRAN data for SRB Combined Model - 212 DOF
for Phase II, Part 1-17 pages
. • NASTRAN data for SRB Combined Model - 116 DOF
for Phase n, Part 1-17 pages
• NASTRAN data for SRB Combined Model - 116 DOF
for Phase II, Part 2 -14 Pages
• Complex Eigenvalue Summary from 116 DOF
Phase n, Part 2 Run - 1 page.
A-i
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER AFT HALF NASTRAN DATA Z703218






D1AG 2.7.6.13. l'4. 19. 21 .22
ALTER 2.2* PARAMETER DEFAULTS .
PARAM XXC.N.NOP/V.Y.NOSUB»O
PARAM XXC.N.NOPXV.Y.TPCOPY*-!







































ALTER 42.42 * IF COUPLING RUN.COMBINES SUBSTRUCTURES.
PURGE CPGI.KI.MI.KGGI.MCGI.KGGS.MGGS.KGT.MGT/COUPLE
PURGE K4GGS.K4(iGI .K4GT.GIK1 ,K4 I 1 .K4 1 XCOUPLt
PURGE. HI .SGGS.IIGCI . HGT .GFAC .KF AC.UFACXCOUPLE
COND LPC*»..CUUgL.F..._», SK1P.NUT A COUPLING RUN _



















































S T R A N E X E C U T I V E C O N T R O L D E C K
X/C.N,NOPXV.N,PAi>S#l $ INITIAL LOOP PASS PARAMK 1ER
K4GGS.K4GGI ,K4GT .GIKI .K41 1 ,K41 .GFAC.KFACXNORK4
GIKI .GFACXSUBGKXK4I .KFACXSU8K4/BGGS.BGGI .BGT .BFAC/SUHa
LOOPC
LOOPC i TOP OF LOOP
XXC.N.SUUXV.N.PASS1XV.N.PASS/C.N.2




. . >KI .CPGI .XKGGSXC.N.-IXC.N.2/C.N.6
. . .Ml .CPGI .XMGGSXC.N,-1XC.N.?XC .N.6
LPC2.NORK4
... .CPGI .XK4GGSXC.N, -IXC. N.2/C. N.6
LPC2
LPCJ.SUBrt
.. ..CPGI ,/UGGS XC.N.-1XC,N.2XC.N.6
LPC3
LPC4.PASS1 . . .









GF AC/XC.N.OM1XC.N.I/V.N.PASSXV.N.G1N * • . •











XK41 . . . .XC.N.OXC.N.9 *
LPC6. •
GIKI .K4IXK4I 1 .




LPce.suoe . . . • . ' . . •
E C H O
Al-2
N A S T R A E X E C U T I V E C O N ! R 0 L D E C K £ C H U
PARAML BFAC//C»N.DMI/C.N.1/V.N.PASS/V.N.BIR «
PARAMR //C.N,EO/C.N.O.O/C.N.O.O/V,N.BIR/V.N,OUTC/V.N.1NC1/V.N.JNC2/
.VjJNLtMQBJ-JL __1 . •. - . . ' . . .
CONO LPCB . NOB I
INPUT 11 /Bl«••.'C.N.O/C.N.9 »




























SMA3 GEI.KGGY/KGG/V.N.LUSET/V.N.NOGENL/V.N.NOSlmrl t _
ALTER 51.53
PURGE GM/MPCFI/GO/OMIT/KFSXSINGL'E •
EQUIV KGG.KNN/MPCFI /MGGY . MNN/MPCFI/F)GG V.. UNNXKPCF 1 /K 4GOY . K4NN/MPCFI
CHKPNT GM.RG.GO.KFS.USET.KNN.MNN.BNN.K4NM
COND L53A.NUMGG
ADD, MGG./WGG/C.Y<ALPHA«X3B6.4.0.0" » .


































































L 8 7 • . . . • • - . ' . • .
CPARL.CPFOA.CPNSF.CPGMN.EQR.EOL.EOA.EQO.EOF . E ON. tOM. HOG/RE ACT
EX. EXT .EOMT.tONT .LOOT . EOGTC .MOGG . MUGG Y/RF ACT
KLL ,KLI<,KHH .LLL.ULL.DM.X ,t ORT.DMI .GOT .GMTXRFACT






GPL .USe T .SI L.I: OH F//C .N.fl

















EOQ, ,f.OA. .CPFOA./PUF/C.N. 1/C .N.2/C .N.S
' -LCPI '. ' •' • • • • • ' ' •' ' ' '' . • • '
EOF. CON/SINGLE
LCPJt. SINGLE , .

















N A S T R A N E X E C U T I V E C O N T R O L D E C K E C H O
ADD EOGT./EQGTC/C.Y,ALPHA»X386.4.O.On *
* ASSUME CONVERSION OF MASS TO LBS * 386.4












OUTPUT 1 MA A....// S ; '.
CONO LCP7.NOK4
SEEMAT K4AA,,,,//C.N.PR1NT











N A S T R A N ' E X e C U I I V E C O N T R O L . D E C K E C H O
ECHO OF FIRST CARD IN CHECKPOINT DICTIONARY TO Bt PUNCHFO OUT FUR THIS PROULFM
HfcSTAHT PHASK1 tbHMRIA . B/ 7/73. 34<JS.
Al-6 .
PHASE 1 XpART 1 a
SRM fc PHOPELLANl AI-T HALF
C A S E C O N T R O L D E C K E C H O
CAKU
.COUNT. . . . . • ._ „_ , •
1 TITLE * PHASE 1 XPART IB
2 SUBTITLE » SRM & PROPELLANT AFT HALF
3 MAXLINES » 600OO ,;
4 SPC * 1
5 HE.GIN BULK
*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 2O7, BULK DATA NOT__SOBTED.XSORT WILL RE-DBDER DfeCK.
Al-7
PHASE 1 XPAR7 J U











































































































































































R 7 t D

























































































D A T A - E C H O

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PHASE 1 XI'AHl 1 u
SUM t PWUOCLLANT API MALI1
































































































































































































































































































































































































































1S O K T E O
ARO
pUNl . 1 .. 2 .. 3 .... 4 ,
151- CHEXAI 1230 1 OOO 73O7
152- &HX123O 7358 7310
153^  CHEXAI .. J 23 1 1 000 7308
154- (.HX1231 7359 7311
155- CHEXAI 1232 1 OOO 7310
156- E.HX1232 7361 7313
157- CHEXAI 1233 1OOO 7311
158- CHX1233 73&2 7314
159- CHEXAI 1234 1000 . 73.12
16O- EHX1234 7363 7315
161- CHEXAI 1235 1OOO 7314
162- C.HX1235 7365 7317
163- CHEXA1 1236 100O 7315
164- &HX 1236 7366 7318
165- CHEXAI 1237 1000 7316
166- &HX1237 7367 73 1«
167- CHEXAI 1238 1000 7318
168- 6HX1238 '7369 7321
169-;CHEXA1 1239 1 OOO 7319
170- 6HX1239 737O 7322
171- CHEXAI 1240 10OO 7320
172- 6HX1240 7371 7323
173- CHEXAI 1241 1OOO 7322
174- &HX1241 7373 7325
175- CHEXAI 1242 100O 7323
176- &HX1242 7374 .7326
177- CHEXAI 1243 1 OOO 7324^
178- 6HX1243 7375 7327
179- CHEXAI 1244 1OOO 7326
ISO- 6.HX1244 7377 73?9
181- CHEXAI 1245 1000 7327
182- irHX124b 7378 733O
183- CHEXAI 1246 1 OOO 7328
184- tHX1246 l^ 't't 7331
1«t>~ CMEXA1 1247 100O 7330
166- jUHX124V_ f38l 7333
187- CHEXAI 1248 1 OOO 7331
188- CHX1248 7382 7334
189- CHEXAI 1249 1000 7332
190- &HXI249 /3B3 733f»
191- CHEXAI 1250 1000 7334
192- G.HX1250 _ 7337 728O
193- CHEXA~f 1251 100O 7335
194- CHXI251 7338 729O
195- .CH_EXAJ[ 1252 10OO 7336
196- &HX1252 7339 7291
197- CHEXAI 1253 1 OOO 7338
198- &HX12S3 7389 7341
199- CHEXAI 1254 1 OOO 7339



































































































































































PHASE 1 XPAK1 1 11























































































































































































s ii w T r i





















































































































































































































PMASfc 1 XPARt 1 n

























































































































































S O R T F D 8


































































U L K D A T A

























































































































pHASt I XPAR1 I u





















3 I 9- CHEXAI
320-&HX1314
32 1 -CHEXAI




















342- CHX 132 5
343- CHEXAI







S 0 B T E
2 .. 3.. 4
13OS 1000 74O7
7458 7410
1306 1000 74 O8
7459 7411
1307 1OOO 7410








































































U L K D






































































































































PHASE 1 XPAwT 1 u





































386- tHX 134 7
3B7-CHEXA1













S O » T 1



















































E O H U
































































































































































1 XpART 1 a
SUM C PROPELLANT AFT HALF
' •
CARD
























































































































































































































































































































































PHASE 1 XpART 1 n
SUM fc PMUPULLANT APT HALF .
CAKD
















46&- fcHX I 38 7
467- CHEXAl
468- fcHX 1388
S O R T E D
2 . . 3 . . A .
1380 1000 7507
7558 7510
1381 1000_. . 7508
7559 7511








1386 1000 79 IS
7566 7518




469- CHEXAl 1389 1000 7519
47O-6MX1389 7570 7522



































JL39.3 •____ 1 005 75_24
7575 7527











































































D A T A











































































































PHASE 1 XPART in
















































































































































S O » 1 t D B U L K O
































































































































































































































pHASt 1 XPAKT 1 u











































































E C H O




































































































































































































































































































PHASE 1 XPAHj 1



























































































































































































































































































































































































































U C H 0
























• .0'.- ' ; • -•.
•o













PHASE. 1 XPART 1 u












































































































































































































































































































































































E C H O





















































PHASE 1 XPAHT 1 a


















71 5- DM 1
716- OMI
717- OMI

































-- ' • ' -
S
































































































































S ' ' "._
1
2
T A E C H O

















.O12047 -.980338.196959 33.0854 -21 . b697tEOl
.05985 .197328 .978504 -26 .0 164-107. 1 60CLO3
.99HKI .1 -.OtilOS l.i'/HU 34.71^6? f.ro'3
.99813 3 -.OblOS .9IJ934 43.5110 Dt()4
-, 012047. 980338 -.196959-28.411836.9790 CEO5
.O5985 .197328 .978504 -2O .96O8-1 83 .71 4C.F. O6










































757- GR I D
759- GRID
760- GRID









































































































































D B U L K D A
. * 5 ... 6 •
120.000 1
120. OOO 1






























































-I2O.0001 1 B. I6O















k C M O
10
Al-23
PHASE 1 XPAMT i H


















































































































































l> II U 1. K O A



















































I A L t H II
•) .. 10
'Al-24
PHASE I XPAKT I H
SUM & PftOPELt-ANT AFT HAIF
















































• 90 O- GRID
. . 2 ..3






7404- - ; . - - . - .











7416 . ; • ' •



















































































































180, OOO 154,990 .
180.000 154,990 '
1.80,000 154.990







120. OOO 1.54. 99O
90.000 154.990
90.000 . 154.990 •
90.000 1%4.990 .
Al-25
PHASE i XPAPT i u
SRM. fc MHUPEULANT AFl KMLK
CARO
COUNT . 1








































94 1 - GM 1 U
942- Gl*I D
943- GRID















































































































D B U L K 1) A 1 A L C H I I





























































































































































O R T • I ! D ' H U L K D A T A
.. 4 •• 5 ,-.... 6 ••
7.560 60. OOO 167.267
5.370 60. OOO 167.267

































































































. . 9 10
Al-27
PHASE: 1 XPAWT t a








































































































7597 '. ..- •




















































D U U L K D A T A L C H !>


















































3O.OOO 191.820 ! .
10
Al-28
PHASt 1 XPART I n
fc PROPELLANi: AFT HALF





I 053- GR 10
1054- GHID
1 OSS- GDI D


































































































S O R T C ' D B U L K D A T A
3 • • .„ 4 •• 5 •». .6 »•
7.560 30.000 191. 82O
5.37O 30.00O 191.820
3. ISO 30.QOO 191. 82O
9.7SO 0.0 191. 82O
7.56O O.O 191. 82O
5.370 0.0 19J.820
3.180 O.O 191.820




9.7SO -6O.OOO 191. 82O
7.560 -60.00O 191. 82O
5.370 -60.000 191.820
3.180 -60.OOO 191.820
9. 750 -9O.OOO 191 .S2O







9.750 -IbO. 000191. 820
7.560 -150. 000191 .820
£>. 370 -150.000IW1 .820
3.1ttO -ISO.OOO».V1.H?0
•<.7t> ieo*o m». .;».
**.7!> IbO.O IVb.^t.
9.43.65.7.. .131*383 .1J96. 2t>
9.75 12O.O 196.2?>
9.75 90.0 196. 25
9«43A57 7I.3H3 19b.2b
O.T5 6O.O 196. 2i>
9.7f> 3O.O 196.?b
9.75 O.O ' IO6.2S
9.75 -30. 0 196. 2r>
9.43657 -48.617 196.25
9.75 -6O.O 196.25
9.75 -90. O 196.25
9.43657 -1O8.617I96. 25
9.75 -120.0 196. 2S


































PHASE 1 XPART 1 a









































































































S O R T t D H U L K D A T
• » 3 • • • • 4 •• 5 •• 6 . .
11.125 30.0 201.6725
11.125 O.O 201.6725
11.125 -30. O 201.6725









12.5 120.0 . 207. O95
12.5 9O.O 207.095
. .!... ..l?ji.098.t. 77.1* 393 207.095
12.5 6O.O 2O7.O95
12.5 30.0 207.095
12.5 O.O 207. O95





















































































PHASE I XpART 1 n
SRM e. PHOPEULANT: AFT HALF
,...,.;,. ,,/..v,^V:.
s'o w r E
CARD




1 154- GRID 7877
1155- GWID 7878
1 156- GRID 7879
1157- GRID 788O
iisB-ieRib 8352 101
1159- GRID 8355 1O1
D H U U K O












1160- MAT 1 loo 1.05&7
1 161- MAI 1 1000 25.0&3
1162- PAR AM GRDPNT O
-150.0 217.94
13.872589.75















il63-:PAHAM TPCOPY . 1
1164-PARAH TPNAHE 5RMP1A .
1165-PARAM WTMASS .002588
1 166- PUAH 101 100
1167- PBAR 102 1OO
1 168- P8AP 103 tOO
1169-'I»BAR 104 . 100
1170-POUAD2 100 100





















} } 95- SPCl
I \<ot>- «iH.CI





' . • • ' " • • ' . ' . 456





• • • • • . : 456 '.
. • • : / • • : • J 456
;




. • • • - • • • ' . ,.456 '



















































































































































































PHASE: i XPARI i n






















































































































































.. • . ! SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FORWARD HALF NASTRAN DATA Z703213







ALTER 2»2* PAKAMhlhR DtFAULTS
PARAM XXC.W.fcl'llPXU.V .MUSLIM*O
fAKAM //C.N.NIIP/'V.Y , rPCL)PV«-l
C AH AM / /C . N .MOP/ « *V . SUttl.K » -1



















PARAM /XC .N .ANU/V .M .NUKK4XV . r . bUUGt^XV .






PUHGL NlGoy .K.4NN.A4I-K .
ALTER 37.37
CONO LI3L1.NUMOG
PUHGk l.Mt.1 .K» ,»| , M.,oi .Mu^l ,K».GS.»;iiG .
I'UKGl K.'IL.tS.H « '..OJ .K«tl/1 »ul K I .K'( 1 1 «K4 1/tUUPLt.
CONO LPC'>,OJult-h i ^KlI'.MUl A CuurLINC. RUM
INPUTTI /.,../C.tM.-3/<;.N.yXV.V.TMNAMEv •». LISl TAI>1. C M ^ f c WIK'b
A2-1
_A_S__1_R_A_H t-.X-.L. C. U .1 .1 V. t: C G .4 I K l< l_ U t- C is. L C H U
PA RAM XXC.N.NI.IPXV.N.PASS*! * 1N1IIAL LUUP PASS l»«.i<AKI II




t-flMf* t Pf 1 ^ PA.S^I ..___„____ ... . _
JUMP LPCJ
LABLL L.PC I
MFKC.t . .. .K.1 .t-K!i^ L.yK.tJiJL,/.CJJ^ .-Zll/t. .)'. .y/JL..Jt .£.. J
MCN&E:. . . .Ml ,CF'(,1 .XMGCSXC.N.-1XC .N.2XC.M.6
COND LPC2.NUKK4




MCKfaL . . . tl41 .(.PCI «/MV>(, IXCiN.-l XI-.S i







PAHAML f,FV.XXL.K.ftMlXC.N.lXtf.U.P-ASl.XV.M.GII. > .
PAKAHR //C.N.tUXC.t^, 0.0/C,r4.O.O/V.N.I, lW/V,N,UUlt./V ,ts . I «.<.!/ V ,N , INC2X
V.N.NOGI •*
_riURCE__j[iJKi/rNtJtii :._ 1 i_. . ...










INPUT II XK41 ••• «XC .N'. 0/C •!<••>






T ti A n
. -C--U. K _1 K U L. U t. t. K. t C H I)
PARAML. BFACXXC.N.L.MIXC.N. iX V .M.PA&SX V.N.fj I.P s
_BA8AMK __ XXC.N iEU/C«hl .QjOXJL.M.O.U/.V .N. Ul .H/.V .Uj.UUTC/V .N. I NCIXV..M .
CUNl> L.PCU.NUI1I
INPU111 _ /fat . . ,,,/C. > ___
MEHGt.
ADD
. . .HI ,CPOI
JJ6T
LADtL LPCB
t'AMAM XXC tK.AOOXV .N .l>A'.%bX V . N .1- AbbXC ,N , I
PARA* _ XXC. N.SUtlXV.N.SKlM;.>X».Y.NUy.UHXS».K. PASS
CUNO LPC« . UK i r>2
WtPI LOOPC.20 . . •















SMA3 Gfcl .KGGYXKGGXV.N.Ll>t.tTXV,IM,MUGENLXV.K.r!iiS|M#l ».
ALTEH b» ,53 .
PURGE GMXMPCHXGIJXUMnXKraXi>iNGLt. ________ ._ _____ .'; ____ ______
K.OUI V K.GG«*t4NXM>'C»: 1 XMGGY.Mf'INX^f'l.f I /'JGGY.^-i'U JXMS»C' 1 XK «GC. Y • K4 IIN/M'CT 1
CMKPNT GM.fcG.GU ,Kh V.U.SLT .1 1'JN ,M« •!•. «J4N . it. A ,ii .
COND l_53A.NOiMGG _______________ ________ ._ _____ [ __ _ ___ _- ____
ADD MGG.XWGGXC.V. At-PHA/CX JUft>.A .O.OLI »













-CUMP. . 187 tN
A2-3
..S_J_H_A_fi . C- U .14. T I? U . L U L L" I. rl U
AL1LR 87
I'MbF .(->'<. Mil ... <ii< ,t ul_ . LOft , I. (.O.I oi: «L OI4.I uM . L <;OX«L A>_ T
l-UKl,t LX.k.XT.f-UMI , t.UNI .1-1..0 I .L<jfaIX.MLH-.C.MUU> YXWI At'. I
Hilrtiit- ___ Kt-L.KLM.KUH .LLL.UL.J..OM.X ttuKI .Di41 .GOT .GMlXkLACI _____ , . ._ .
CUMD LCP6.MEACI t- K-SL T XIIST. <Jf. pt.FlNfD I li C.l'hT H A 1 1 IOC
HHMG1 USft .KAA./KLL .KL.K . M<Ki i . . 1>
_RHMO2 __ KL L XI I I .lit L ______ ___ ; ____ __ . ________ . _ ... _.. . ________
UBM03 ULL .ULL .K.L.t* .KRR/HM
CMKLPUI KLL .KLH.KWH ,liM •
MA1C.PK bPL.USE I .^IL.tUH I//C. .N.H














XHyAXC.N.IXC.)LOW, . LlJL. . t
EUU1V |-.UA.EOr/tJH» 1
ctiNu __ UCPI tUMn_..__ ___ __ . _ : __ :


















t(iH.GMT./f OMXC .U.OXC .N. l/t.N.O
MA1GPM W^L.USL I .fit. .tUMIXXC ,H





 A * ' t= * t '' " T I u > ^C_a N. f-R O L D t C-K- d C H u
ADO ttiGT,/fcoGTC/C.YtALHlA»X3B<j.«.O.On >
> A.SSUME CUNtfl-KSIIlM lIK MAf.}.. tU L.eit. H 386.4 ;. _ .. .
PUHOt MUG&/N(j|-4v>C/MUCC>V/C.UUPLf.l
CONU UCP4.NOMGG
SMPVAU K^<; .Ml,t. .H^tMC. . . XMlU.t.Xl .M . .1/c, . N . I Xf .U'.n t, -
LABEL;- -: LCP.V • ' '• • .. .' '..;- •. : • ' •. ' .• .
CONO : LCP5.COUMLE'' '- .
SHIPVAD FQG.MGGV .trlOt.Tc:.. . X'MOCC.Y XT .X . .-IXf . N. l/r.M.O t,
LABEL LCP5 . .
MATPKN MOGO.MUOOV.,.// t




OUTPUT 1 MAA.t..//. a.
CUNO CCP7.NUK4 • • '
K4AA.. '
UUTPilTl K4AA,,../*/ *





.-ALTER 8V. 162 '
' ALTER- 16* • 167
Cbl*O
A2-5
___ _lt!!_A. ,S_:L_S t; _C_Ujr_J V.C ___ C P. » 1 It U L !) C C E £ II u
ECHO OF FIRST CAKP IN CHECKPOINT DICT1 QUAKY TO BC PUNCHED OUT..f f?" .7111§..|J_P?BUf-'*
RtSTART PHASE1 .^KMKIF . 8/ 2/7.J. 17719.
A2-6
SRN t PROPtLLAN! ^MD HALF
L A I ( II I'l t. (. I 1. H U
(-OUN1
I II TLc « PHASt 1 XI'A«I | n
2 _!._ _M.!!3:U ILti ff SRM I PHOPLLLANT. rftl,
3 MAXLINr.S » OOOIH.'
a MPC /» s
5 St-'C * 1 . .
b flCuIN tiULK
***
(L«, L> » I « Ulll '.,u'. | ! A lLL . Kt -IIIUH-. I, III *. K .
A2-7
SRM & PMOpfcLLANT F WO HALF









10- Ai>t 1 1





1 7- A?,L I t
I ft- ASH r 1
20-A-1KT1





















































































6'J37 t>'*-Jo 1 . 0
-0 ,S»6
f»<j;i«j i.M'io i .u









-_ A9_4_£ — £/_946 L. a ..
•| '<«(J (>'>•» / 1 . ./
6948. t)'jj_7. . ... 1.0
-O.V6 .
ii'101 OV02 1 ,O
t*»!2 6VO3 1 .0
-0.96
AIM t t 1. I I '
/O2'j . /.Oi.'o V; J A
M12 7121 7124
72 Oi. 72 OH 7? 1 /
•
/3qh . /j'o-j /J13 .
/JJJ
.0 .i/ i r.t .'>"oi
.0 . .(> 1 tt.'.iPOS
• O . «O i CC'ii!03
-O.'/O
-o.'ib . .
. 0 .0 - i r.c'-^os
-O.96
-O . V6
.0 .0 i tr'ii-oi'
-O.'ib
.0 ... .0 . .1^ . tC'Jc'iCJ
— O.xfc
." .<! 1 :.< •!,;•! (.•
-O.vo
.(i . .«. i » ,< • ! ; - • ! i
- 0 . '-/»!
.0 .(i i r,«.'<^i3
.0 .1) I .<,<. - f - l 4
.0 ..0 1 .. L-Cit21'.i
A2-8
1 maul
C PROPELLANT FWO HAUF
•S O K T t. D
CGUNf • 1 »• 2 • • 3 .. 4 .
;,!- &C8215 -0.96
!i U I. K l> A
b . • O
1 A L C H II
.. « 10 .
. ^_ rn&«
b4- CfJAW
































































































































































. 0 1 L.CO21O
. 0 1 (.c;i?i7





.6 . 1 tCt>??4
.0- J tC^.72b_.
. O 1 t* '- :-i?'?6 '
.0 1 E.C9227
.O 1 S.CB229
.O .0 1 . tC0230
0.41



























SRN & PRUPELLANI (-'WL> HALF . .
f AWU













































s n H l t






















1 1) ».? 1 OOO 70 1 b
/tiA7 7O1«I








1017 i ooo -ray A
7O74 7O2(j













io?.e> 1000 . /034
'/Ob6- 7O37
l.0eo ... JO.OO 703b_
















































































.. 7-OZi:- . 70./0, ..
































SRM t MHCIPhLLANf K««0 HALF
t. f J W 1 L I
COUNT . 1 .. 2.. 3.. 4
Ibl- UHX1O26 7086 7O38
IS?- rnFXAl 1037 1000 703*,
•Ib3- kMXlO2' / /OH7 f039
1'jl- Cllt XA1 lOi'fi IOOO 7O3H
156-CHt"XAi 1029 1000 7O39
15.7- (,HX1O29 7O90 7O42
1£»M- LHEXA1 lOilO IOOO 7O4O
li.-*- S.HA1030 7091 7O43
loO- CHtrXAi 1OJ1 IOOO 7O42
161- 1.1-IXli.Jl 7093 704b
162-CHEXA1 1O32 IOOO 7043
163-&MX1O32 7O94 7O46
lh4-CHHXAl 1C33 IOOO 7O44
16^— UHKIO33 7O9t> /O47
166- CHF.XA1 1O34 IOOO 7046
Iu7- &HX1O.34 7O49 7O01
168- CHtXAl 10-jli IOOO 7047
169-6HX103L. 7060 7O02
170-CHEXA1 1O36 IOOO 7O46
!71-i,HXJO36 7051 70O3
1/S-CHL.XAI 10o7 1000 rO'jO
173-I.HXI03/ . 7101 70S.3
174-cnexAi 1036 1000 7oai
175-6HX1038 7102 7OS4
17A- CHtXAl 1O39 IOOO 7O52
177-tHXlO39 71O3 70b5
17»-CHfcXAl 1040 IOOO 7Of>4
17-J-LHX104O 71O5 7O^.7
I«0- CHE.XA1 1O41 IOOO 7O!>5
I81-C.HX1041 7106 7058
1H2- CHKXA1 1042 IOOO 7Of>6
l«3- tHXlO42 7IO7 7OOV
Iti4- CMhXAl 1043 ' 1000 7O£.ti
1H^- LHX104J 7109 7061
186- CHEXA1 1044 IOOO 7OS9
1B7-CHX1044 7I1O 7062
_J88-CHEXA1 1046 IOOO 7O6O
Ift'J- <,MX1O46 ( 1 1 1 ^Ot. 3
19UT- (.MbXAl IU4b IOOO 7U62
1^2- CHtXAl 1047 IOOO 7063
193-6HX1O47 7114 7O66
JV4- rCHr .XAl tll'io IOOO 7O64
19t>- cHr-AAl 104V 1000 7Oi>6
197-UHX1049 7117 701-.9
198- CHIiXAl lOiO IOOO 7067
199-CHX10S.O 711 fl 70^0































































































































tHX 1 04 :3
tllX 1040
tl^it 1 047





• SRM fc" PROPtLLANT HWI) HAL!
L> O '•• 1 t.
COUnif . 1 .. 2 . . 3 .. 4
2O1- tMXlObl 7119 7O71
2O2- CHLXA1 10&2 1000 7O7O
20j- tHXlOvx; 7121 7O73
204- CMI-XA1 lo:>3 10OO 7071
20b- l,HXli,3J 7122 7074
206- CHKXA1 10b4 1OOO 7O72
2O7-t-MX10b4 7123 7O75
20B-CHtXAl 1065 1000 7074
2O9- J.HXI Oab 7l2b 7C77
21O-CHtxAl lO:»t> 1OOO 7O7t,
21 1- 4.HXI Oi>ti 712fa 7O7O
212-CHEXA1 10b7 . 1OOO 7076
213-CHX10S7 . 7127 7O79
21A-CHFXA1 lObfl 10OO 7O7fl
21:>- tHXIO-iO 7129 7081
21t>- CHtXAl 1 l>:>9 1OOO 7079
217-LHX10b9 7130 7032
21&-CHEXA1 1U6O 1OOO 708O
219— fcHXIO&O 7131 7083 .
i 220-CHtXAl lOol ' 1OOO 7O82
221-tHXlOol 7133 70Sr>
222- CH1£XA1 IOb2 1 OOO 7OO3
224-CHEXA1 1063 1 OOO 7O84
225— &HXIC63 , 7135 7O87
??d-CMtXAl 1064 1OOO 7ORfa
22H-eHhxAl Ilit,:., IOCO 7O87
iii9— LHXlOLiti 7138 7JJJ13
23O-CMEXA1 1066 1OOO 7O88
231- LHX1O<>6 '7139 7O91
?3?-tHE XAl I(>fa7 1000 7090
233-£-MXlO»>7 7141 71)93
234- CHEXA1 1O«.H 1OOO 7O91
23&- (.HXlUbt) 7142 70'J4
236-CHhXAl 1 0(>9 • 1 OOO 709?
23r-'e.MX106<* 7143 /09S
238-CHEXA1 1O7O 1 OOO 7O94
239— tHX1070 7O97 704 f>
240-CMEXA1 107i 1000 709b
24I-E.MX1071 7(>9« 7050
242-CHtXAl 1072 1OOO 7O96
243-&MX1072 7O99 7051
244—CHtXAl 1073 1000 7O9H
24b-tHX1073 7149 7101
f.tt,- CHLXAl 1074 1 OOO V(>99
247-tHX1074 71&0 71O2
2*a-CHEXAl 1075 • 1000 71 GO
2*9-CHX1075 7161 TI O3























7 1 4 7
7148
1. K 1) A 1 A t t H LI.
.• 6 .. 7 .. 9








7132 ' 7OH4 7079
7134 . 7O86 7OU1
.71 Jb 70(1 7 70H.'
713t> . 7O8H 7O»3
7138 7O9O ' . 7O8b
7l.»9. 70%>l 7OtU)








71 M 7103 7l>Vb
71 !>? 71 O4 71>«*9
_21'.«1 VI OO : 7101
• • *^
711 7
7 1 1 H
71 19
7121


















7 1 t* (.,
7107
. . 10 .
t,HX I0b3




















SKM 6 PWOPELUAN1 f*(, HALh
.•> n ii 1 L
COUNT . 1 • • 2 .. 3 ..4
251-6HX1076 7153 71O!i
2S2-CH6XA1 10/7 1000 71O3
2!lJ-£HXIG/7 /IS4 7100
2f>4-CMEXAl 1UV8 IOOO 71O4
PSS- CUXlOVa 71S5 71O7
256-CHEXA1 1079 IOOO 7106
2S7-E.HX1079 7157 71 09
?fSH— lUfcXAl 1OHO IOOO 71 O7
251*- tHXl OHO 7158 711O
20O-CHLAA1 lOh 1 IOOO 71OH
i>fc1- 1.HX1O81 /It."* 7111
262-CHEXA1 10&2 ' IOOO 71 1O
263-6HX10B2 7161 7113
2fa4-CHtXAl lO(->3 IOOO 7111
263- 4.UXI ObJ 7162 /I 14
266-CMKXA1 IUti4 IOOO 7112
267-f-HXlOH4 7163 71 Ib
268-cHEXAl 1OBS IOOO 7114
269-;frHX1085 '716S . 7 1 1 7 .
' 270-ilrtEXAl 1086 1000 7115
J>71-£.MXlOtl6 7166 71 1H
272-<_ME*Al 1007 IOOO 7116
2T3-1.HX 10(17 71t,7 71 19
274-tHEXAl I06H 1000 7118
275-&HX1OU8 7169 7121
2T6-CMEXA1 10H« 1000 71 19
277-tHXIObV 7170 7122
27H-ClltXAl liivO IOOO 712O
27^- I.HX11J->U 7171 7123
280-CHEXAl 1091 IOOO 7122
eei-CHXiooi 7173 7i2s
, J'P^-CllE^*1 *0*<2 JOOO , 7I?3
2B;i- f-MXIO^? 7174 7126
2U4-< .H fXA l 1 OV 5 • I O O O /i;»»
286— CHt'XAl 10*»4 IOOO /1 26
2B7-«,HX10V4 /I 77 l\'->t
2a,6— jCll£-AAJL. _ LOVIi.^ ....; lttO.0... . /li'Z
2t*««— I.HXloy5 " / I /H /I JO
2VO-tHtXAl 1OW, . IOOO / I t 'O
29.''- CIIHXAl 10J7 IOOO 713O
29J-tHXlO->7 '7181 7133
2«<b- UHX1UVC »l< '<2 ? 1 J1
«>«*r- LMIiAAl 1O*."» IOOO /1J?
2VH-CHEXAI 1100 IOOO 7134
2'^V- UHXI 1 OO '7IH5 713/






















L. K O » 1 • I
» • 6 • • ^
71S5 7107
71 S6 71O8
. .7158 71 1O
71i><» 7111
7100 7112
7162 f \ \ t
716J 71 1L>
7 1 t,4 7 1 1 t.
7166 7118
7167 71 1«*





7| 75 '... Tt 27
' /I7i, n;>i->
7i/i> /i;u>




71 Up, / I 'M
71 !-• /• 7 1 .i •»
(.. U it






; 71 1.0 VI&UL
7111 -fi:,<-
.7113 7161
7 1 1 b 7 1 t, .1
7117 7165
7 1 1 «. 7 1 (, ir
7121 7161*.
7122 ... 7170 .
1 1 ? .t 7 1 / 1
7 1 i' r> 7 1 T3
1 If-'/ 71 /r
7I.7S- 7 1 V /
71JO 71 73



















. t i !X10VS>
1. 1 ; x j i o o
>.>". 1 1 <;l
A2-13









3O*>— t,HX 1 1 U5
31 O- OttiXAl




31 £>— tHXl t lib
316- CHL.XAI
316-CHEXA1
319- tHX 11 10
320-rn^xAl




327- tHXl 1 1 4
328- Ci l tXAl













347- I1HX 1 1^-4
348-CMEXA1
3SO-CHPXA1
-.. e '< i t. i








1 10S 1000 7140









1111 1 000 71 A8
7 1 V9 7 1 M
1112 IOOO 71bO .
7201 V l *>3
1113 IOOO 71t>l
7202 71b4




1116 1000 71 55
7206 71«j8
1117 1000 71<>6













> H U L K l> A 1 A C C M 11
• • 5 . . 6 . . 7 . . ( •
71H4 '71HH Vldd 7IJ!,
7186 71^0 71 4i' 71 37
7187 7191 . 7 1 4 3 ' 7130
71Hfe 7192 7144 713O
719O 7146. 70JB 7141
7191 7147 7099 7142
7192 714H 7100 714J
Vl '>4 71'.»(. 7IS..CI 714?.
7195 7199 71»>l 714(>
7196 720O 71!i2 7147
71V8 7202 71S4 7149
7199 7203 flS<5 71£iO
7200 7204 71f,6 T^l^l
7202 /20C, 71'jb 7lbJ
7203 7207 715«> 71'.. 4
7204 ?20h 716U 7l'j'.i
' Ht\-t3 /.-MO l\i,? / I - . /
7207 7211 7163 7i:>C
7?08 7212 7164 71i,<,
72 1<1 /214 7166 .7161
7211 7215 7167 7162
721? 7216 /!«>£» 7 !(•>-•)
7214 7213 717O 71 65
721S 7219 7171 7166



















. . 1 O




t. MX 1 1 Ut>
1,HX 1 1 O7
LHXllOti ...






t-HX 1 1 1 b
GMX1 116
LMX111V





r,Hx > i 2f\ .
tHXl 12b
A2-14
. SAM & PHOPEULAWT FWO MAl>
s o K T i= D H U L K t> A 1 A L C H l.i
COUNT. I
3S.1-CHX1120
2 .. 3 .
7219 7171























3» 1 - f,i»X 1 1 4 1
3B2-tHEAAi
1177 inon 71 70
7221 • 7173
























































1 1 / t 7170
7176 7171
.7.X.7&. - 71.7 j
71 7s« 7174
MBO 7175




7 1 Si 7 7 1 b2
71»e 7183
7190 718S






















li'.j I'CiOO ^191 7i'.l'<
/19 4 7J 4.O_
1144 IOOO 71V2 724O
7195 7147




















tHX 1 1 IV)
GMX 1141
1,1 1X1 \ < \<1
I.I IX | )<).••
bl-IX I 1 44
t.HX | 1 41-
3a4-=CHEXA| _
39b-CMXl14B
1147 1000 7196 7244
7247 7199









1000 72OO 7248 72t>2
























































44 / - fcr ix i 1 (1
44'»-tMX 1 I /b
. — . ^O^jCULXj*! _
:- u i/ T I.
. . 2 . . 3 . . 4
7253 7205
7234 . 72O6
I 1 ;>.•» IOOO 72 O4
Ilb4 IOOO 7206
72S7 72OV
11 '.-.b IOOO 7207
721.8 7211)




11S« 1060 72 11


















11 <>•* 1000 7226
_.1J.70 LOGO . 7iJ2.T_
/27fr. 7230




11/4 1 OOO /V32
11 /•> 1OOC ^234
. V?bb V2.J7
-J.1.76 1000 .. .72.3SL.
l> !i U L K li A 1 A






7J".ii| 7263 72 lit




7?(-> / 7271 7223
726H 7272 7224







__72fiJ _7.2 67... . 72 32
L C N K
. . ^ . . S ' . . 10 .
72.02 .-72^i.O ._tHXl.Lii2—
7i'():-. 7?:>1 tHX 1 1 h3
720f. 72t-3 CHXIlb4
Z2JIO , .7.^ t>^ . .JtMXlJSLS.
'720 1 /2i)b tHX 1 1 '-.«'.
7209 72'j7 (,HXllt>7
. 7210.: _.7£bb _. .. tHXllbii.
72 1 1 725<> ClIXI 1 t>cy
721J 7261 tHX1160
7.2 J.1 7.26'-' _ ._&HX.l.l.ti-l
7? IS 726J l»t- tXll62
721 7 726-S tUXl 163
72ie y.2.66 tt1Xll-ti.4. .
721 S 7207 (,HX 1 !«.!.





72^7 V/- /:-j I'.t-ixl 1 71
72?') 7277 t.HXll72
.7230 . 72<ML.. .. L.KX1173
/2j l /2 /i- tux 1 1 74
7i'J.': 72H1 f.MXlI7:>
A2-16
































































































































































































































































































































































. J ..II _..
SRM «, PWOPhLLANT FtoO HALF-'
{'Af^l.>







bO'J — I.HX 1 2O5
blO-<.HtXAl




bib- (.MX 1 2I.IU
61i>-Ct(txAl
bl 7- 1,11X1 2i'.s<
519-I.HX1210
b2it- OIl-XAl
S23 — £HX1 212
b24— CtlCXAl

























































































































U U L K l» A 1 A 1- < M II
. . S . . t, . . 7 . . M . . V
731H 7322 7274 7?,',.. Y> I7
731'* ^323 72.7'j 7^ 7O 7;ilft
732O 7324 7276 7271 7M9
7322 732ft 7278 7273 7J?I
7323 /32Y /2Y -3 72 /'. 7.*?;-
7324 7328 f2»l/ 72 7'.t 73? i
7327 7321 72u:« 72 Y.'4 7.^2O
732fl 7232 7.'.f«4 7? 7«» 7327
7.^31 7j3'j . Y2t<7 7282 7330
7332 7330 72B8 7283 7331
733^ 72VI 7? 4 3 72(.H> /'33«
733t> 72^>2 72"4 /.»H7 ir^3'-
-3O.4V.4 6.1 JO tUJ.O -JO. <('«•'! i,.1.5b
-30.4OO (. .l.<li V.. . 7.'0 -«.>*-..:, /I.M 1 ; • .« . • •<
3.0 33.b'*b:i -H0.227B.6. -o7.'-.l.
7O4'J 70S3 7OOb .O
7O:i3 7ob7 7iiOv .0
7Ot> 7 7O61 7013 .O
7061 7(U>', 7017 .0
706t> 70t>0 7021 .0
70t,y 7O73 70 2S .O
7O73 7OYY 7O2*4 .O
7077 70(il 7O33 .U
70S i Y(»c".-> 7OJ» / .0
7O6ti 7Oa>J YU41 .O
7OH9 70V3 7(>4b .0
7O-»3 7O4«» 7001 .0













'^.'. 1. i /* .*-^M
36 CKS1ANK
A2-18
PHA.St. 1 XJ'AN T 1 U






































































































































































































































































































































































.HHASt. 1. iPART 1 Jt_.
SRH £ PROPELLANT FWO HALF









































































































































































































































































































~\ i\ K C. H I
.. 7 .. P
/? S T . O •
72M . . ,0





7? 8 1> .0
7?.''> 1 .0
f-VO.* .C.















69 1.3 • 0
6" 19 .O
<-.i.?(> iO




i^'i 1 3 .()
<.»;!<> ."
tii^"/ »U
f • V ? 11 • 1 1
<>»?<» >o
I)';' 30 .''





i!'.'.i<> . . .»
OH?'.! .')
l: 93:>































. 68 I -GRID
682- GKIO
• bO J- GW 1 U








6*6- Ofc 1 '',




































































































t) .« U L K. D A T A t X H II








- .!_. . . 2 1 1
1 . O '
1 1 1 1
1 .0
1 • f. ' ' 6 »•
.O12O47 -.'J«OJ3a.l V6959 .»3.i'tlS1 -2 1 .56*.' 7M~O 1
.059»b .197J2M .978*04 -?.,. 0 1 ..« -1 O7.1 I.GM "?
-.O12O4 7.98O33W -. 196959-2H.'.* 1483. J>343S- fctf.14
.9Qhl3 H -.OfilO^ l.lt-.SOi.' J<».4ri93 LLCti
1 2 1 1
. 1 . 0
i . a i i
1 .0 '•




















PflASt- 1 xPAul i :i












71 0— '->«! D
711- GR1L.
71E- G«1U
713- GR 1 D
714- GHlLi




72 1 - <iK 1 II
722 — «'•« 1 L»
723— G« ID
724- GKIU







73 4 — (*H 1 J
736- GXIL»
73 t- Gt«. I i>
73V- I.K 1 1.'
• 740- Ot, 1 l(
.£££!::
74 ft- Gkll>





















































3 . 1 flO
7 . l>f;O
'.. . 37O
;> . i BO
>.7bO
7.b6O
l > : i U i _ K ! > » ! » C C H | |
• . 5 .. fj •* 7 .. U .. V* .. 10
-'(O.OOO 30.242





















— 1 ^(1. DUO-JO . ?1?
IHd.OOll 4<i.-)OO
IK.l.uUO 14^jUU
1 HO.OOO 44 .SOO
160.000 44.1.OO
IliO.OOO 4U.L.OO
1 :. O.OOO <«i.bOO




















































































































































.1 . 1 8O
•..760
7 . 56 O
t».370















\t L> U L K l> A 1 A IT C M 11 '
.. 5 .. 6 . . 7 .. 8 . . V, . . 10
3O.OOO 44.5OO
0.0 44..SOO
0.0 44 . 500
0.0 4'».'iOO




















1 HO. OOO ii6.777
1 BO. 000 56.777





150. OOO 56.777 . . .
li' 0.01)0 St.. 777
12C. OOO '.16.777















SKH t PliUPfcLLANr H»D HAL.F
i_AkL»











8 1 4 - G* 1 U
61 b— of 1 U
e i e - <in i L>




flf.3 — c;w 1 1^
• 824- GUI Li
82b- GRID
U2d>- l,W 1 u
. 827- OH ID
82rt- ON J 1>
83O- GHlfl
831- OW1 U
832 - Cl< 1 1J
834 - <,K 1 L>
• 836- OK I U
837- GPl'J
• a 39 - OK i j
































7 1 S 6
/1 17

















3 . i eo
"i _ 1 HI!
•J.750





















-60.OOf» KiS.'777 . . . . . .
-OO.OOO t>6. 777
-VO.OOU :>o.777










L2.Q.OQQ .t.y..Uiij . • . . -

















SRM t PHOPELLANT FWO HAL.F
T F O U !_
JL-AtUJ
COUNT
r-. 4- o.« i .'
71 f 6





O H I A














.r-.fxU * O O O_





































































































































SHM t ^HtlMH-LANl t-wJ) HALh
1 t I) 'I U L K L> A 1 A
CUUNI . i





t* 1 O — l>K 1 .J
y 1 1 - L~I l !j
y 1 2 - GH l L)
913-tiKIU.
914-GttlQ





V 2 V — G«ll«
VS' f i— G" 1 1'
•73O- GH 1 D
"*3 1 - G& J 0
• V(32 - (V* I D
y J 3 — Gk 1 L-
V3^* — OK t (j
•y37-GMII>
936-GRIL.
•iJV- t.i* I i
•J4l>- l,t<lC'
<JA ^* — r.ft 1 1*


















































'i . 1 HO




















-•vO.OOU 81 . J30
-li'o.oooei .330
-12O.OOOB1 .330
-1 c'O.OOOul .330 . •
-» --.o.ooo'ii .330
-lr>O.OOO81.33O








lOO.OO-!' V.t. 1,0 t
l^O.OOO •i3.fcO /
1 2O.OOO V3.607 .

















SRM fc PKOPELLAUT F.WU MAUI-
CAHLi
COUNT .



















976— Gi< 1 !>
980— GO1O
981— GrtlU
«82 - f,fi 1 L»
90 3- CM 1>





9VO- v>,i 1 U
V9P- GRIO
993- GUI D

























' b li » T 1. L. rt U L K U ft 1 « L C M l.t
.. 3 .. 4 .. i> .. 6 .. 7 .. f . . ')









••./SO -l iO.OOO93.6U /
. 7.b6O -1^0. UOO93.A ") /'
3.1 HO -1L'O.OOO«*3.O07
/.t>60 -1 t.O. 0(>O93.607
S.37O —Ib0.o00v3.o07
3.180 -l-iO.OOOv3.607
9. 7*>O 1 MO. OOO 1O!>.«8J
7.560 180.000 105.883
t.370 luO.OOO 10-J.8B3
J.I MO If O.O 00 !Ob.t>83
*».7bO IS.'). 000 10b.8B3
7.t.t,0 ISO. 000 lOb.hBj
L. 37O IbO.OOO lOb.883
3.180 IbO.OOO 1O1>.683
•J.7SO 12O.OOO 1O5.B83
7.bfcO 120. OOO 1OS.B83
fr.37O 120. OOO lot>.8fVl
j. 18O IBO.OOO 10S.OHJ
v.750 90. OOO IOb.H83




J.I HO 6O.OOO 10'o.aOj.
*->./bO 30. OOO JUij.BB:-,
• .370 30.000 I i.>:-«..-il<.3
t.7bO O.O lOf - . r tH. j
/.SOU O.O I O:- .MH.i
'- . 3 7.0 . O . O I o ' . . '1 P .<
.'. . 1 80 <)..> 1 of - .n fc .'
V. /-bo -30. OOO 1C)' . .• l^.>





SMM 6 FWU MALI
-i-AKD
COUNT . 1 . . 2 . .
1 OOI - (j« 1 1' /'•' '4
. J-OQJi-i.Ui.llJ— lill.it .
1O03- <.i<l O /;'/t>.
1 OO4- OK iti f2?7
| D Q 'i — t»t. ( i .» 'i s f f.
1 006— tin i u m * <»
100?- Gl<l 0 7i"BO
loos- (ini J rzu i
i oo->- <»u i> t'.\i}?
lOlii— ij«lL> Vc6J
S Ci P 1 L 1









n . 3 70
"> 1 1 u u. K o * t * L c. i : i \
*• 5 .. 6 •• 7 «• ft .* *»
— <>0.000 lO'.i.UHJ






_ ^ 2jQ.»_o ixOJ O i »ii6 J
-li'O.OOOl D'j.iif.i
— 1 ^O.OOO 1 0'.>.«b j
10
101,2- UUO.
.1 . 1 >*U
- I b O . O O O I O B . r t M J
-I'.iO.OOO I O '.).«£> J
-1 -jO . OOO I O'j . Hh J
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A2-28
HHASI * 1'i*1*1 '- u
bRM t PHOPEl-LAM 1' Wl> MALI
CQUtoT . 1
• lOUJ-Otlll)
• 1 O'j't— Gl« 1 I'
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) 11 U U K. 1. A 1 A E 11 H 1)
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-t-O.OOO llh.lbO
-VO.OOO lllt.loO
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-|?O.Oi(l'l 1 f). IbO
-» .O.OUO 1 IH. 1 bO
-l^O.OOOl ILi.lbO
— 11*0 . OOO 1 1 H . lbi>




1.0 HI >4 1 -1 .0
l.U O'rfO? 3 -.b4?'H34 E.M6-JO7MI
1.0 0«»07 2 .fc/l^Kj') LMf,9O7K/'
. IS
7003 7004 7OO<> 7007 7C08
7011 7012 7014 ..__7.0lb 7016
Hi',', f 'rurtf /it jo . /y.ii vi) '^
7O43 7044 /04t> 704 f /O'lH
7o:»i /o;.;: /ov>4 /u-.>?. 7US6
7OO7 70»>M /07O 7071 V<IV; '
flli,.i /Ott4 /OOO 70" / V')i.1h
7O«J'» 7 IOO 7IC2 710J 7 IO4
7 1 of 710(1 7110 7111 /• ! !>>
A2-29
1 XPAHT I—tu
SRM £ PROPELLANT F»O HALH
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SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER COPY RUN Z701232





HRGIN « I>M»P TO CHECK AND" CONSOLIOATE SUBSfpUCTUBE PHASE 1 S»M TAPES
(S?F NASTRAN SOUP CE PROGRAM COMPILATION FOP LISTING CF OH AP SF.OUENCF)
.END .'...'.. 1
C END " " .
A3-1
TAPE COPY <5PM
C A S F C O N T R O L O F C K E C H O
CAPO
COUNT
__t T.ITUE_ .-."...TAPE COPY S9M
f. PEGIN BULK








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r, <;F M A t 4
r.SPMAl 5
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_N_A_jS T_J» A N S J J U P C F _ P P n r , P A M C O M P I L A T I O N
" OMA P"T NSTPUC M ON
W J . • ' . ' . . . - . - •
A^io CONSOIDATE SUBSTRUCTURE OH ASP 1 SPM
^ «/C«N* 3/C.N.l /C»N,SPMP1 F
3 INPUTT1 /K?9MF.MSRMF ,K»SPMF,,/Ct N.O/C.N.l/C.N, SRMP1F
4 OUT PUT 1 CaSPM|F>KSPMF>MSRMF .K4SPMF.//C< N.- 1 /C. N,6/Ct N.SRMP1
5 INPUTT1 /iSOA.KFSA««»/C.N,-3/C«N,2/C.N.SPMPl A _ _
6 INPUTT1 /KSRMA*MSRMA.K4SPMA»t/C.N.O/C«N.2/CiN.SPMP|A
T OUTPUT! Ct>SRMA.KSPMAtMSPMA«K4SRMA,//e<N.O /C. N , 6/C . N,
8 MATPPN CPSPMF.CPSRMA.»,//«
9 END ' ' ' " ' " ' . . ' ' •' ' " ' ' " • •' -
**NO F.RPOPS FquNO FXECUTF. NASTPAN PROGPAM**
A3-5
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER COMBINED MODEL PHASE E PT. 1
_ .212 DEGREES OF FREEDOM Z700234
U_ .1_-I._V E. - C O N T R O L D E C K C «'. H
to PHASE? SRMRI






























LABEL L30 ______ _ _._ ___ _. ____
..-ALTER 34. 3b •
 :.. . . .- '."
1




JUMP L34B _____________ , __________ _
-'LABEL' ' L34A'' • / - -• • '
COND ERROR3.COUPLE
_U_AfiEk .U34B_., ,
 :;J . .. '.:
PURGt BNN.BFF.BAA.HGGY/NUMG
PURGE K4GGY.K4NN.K4FK.K4AA/NOK4
CHKPNT UGGY.K4GGY.K4NN .K4F H_«KjMiA._MGG%HGG .BKN. HF f .BAA
ALTER 3T.3T "
COND LBL1.NOMGG ,
-AkJiB_*-2jL*2_JLJJL C-QUPL.INC. RUN,COMBINES SUBSTRUCTUR?: S .
PURGE CPGI.KI.MI.KGGI,MGGI.KGGS.MGGS.KGT.MGIXCUUPLL
PURGE K4GGS.K4GGI.K4GT.GIKI.K41I.K4IXCOUPLE




N A-.S.J.J*. A.M. x.f.c U..T. J .C.O NTH O L D t C K K C H' I)
COND LPC9.COUPLC S SKIP.NOT A COUPLING RUN
INPUT T1 /..../C.N.-3/C.N.9/V.Y.TPNAME? * LISTJTAPf t REWIND
PAKAM //C.N.NOP/V.N.PASS=1 * INITIAL LOOP PASS P AK AMI-Tl! f{
PUWG6 K4GGS.K4GGI .K4GT ,G1K I .K4I.I .K4I . GF AC . KF AC/NDP K4
PUKGtr GIK I .GFAC/SUBGK/K4 1 . K!bAC/SUI.lK4/UGGS.S(;C. I «D«.1 .He AC/SUM'.)
CHKPNT K4GGS.BGGS
JUMP LOOPC








































UPC3 • • : • ' •
• LPCI . . . . • • '
. ..KI .CPGI ./KGGS/C.N.-1/C.N.2/C.N.6





». . .CPG1./BGGS /C.N»-l/C»N.2/C.N.ft
LPC3 .
LPC4.PASK1
. • .KI .CPGI ./KGGI/C.N.-1/C.N.2/C.N.*-.











//C.N.EQ/C tN. 0.0/C.N.O.O/V.N.GTH/V.N.OIPTC/V.H. Jt :C l/v.
V.N.NOGI * . ' . ' • • •
G IK I /NOG T
LPC&.NOGT
//C .N.COMPLEX/C.N.O.O/V ,N .& I R/C .N. O .O/V .N.G 1 "..
KI./GIKT/V.N.GI * .
LPC5
K,F AC//C.N.DMI/C.N. 1 / V . N.PASS/ V. N.K 41' *





N A S. I R A N t X 1. C U T IV t f. () N T I. I D l C C E C H O
LABEL LPC6
. ,.K4 I I .CPGI ,/K.«G<;i/C.N.-l/C,M.2/C «M.<>
ADD K4GGS.K4GG1/K4GT
EQU1V K.4GT «K4&&S/THUt ...
COND LPC7A.CHECK
JUMP LPC7
LABEL LPC7A _. _
CHKPNT K4GGS
LABEL LPC7
COND LPC8.SUBB . l._ ...'_.
PARAML BFAC//C.N.DMI/C.N.1/V,N.PA£>S/'V.N.HIR S
PAR AMR /VC.N.EO/'C.N.O.O/r-.N.O.OXV.N.BIR/V.N.OUTC/V.M. INC 1/V.N.
.-..,_ ..¥L,N.NOPI * .-...
COND LPC8A.NOHI
INPUT Tl /HI . . . ,/t .N.d/C .(*.'» t





LAC1EL LPCBB ______ •_
CHKPNT BOGS
LABEL LPC8
PAN AM //C.N,SUH/V.N,SK1P2/V tY.NOSUB/V.N.PASS
PAR AM //C.N.SUBXV.N.CHLCK/V,N,SKIP£/C.N. 1














SMA3 GEI .KGGY/K«>G/V,N,Ll.lSi:T/V.N,NtlGfcNL/V.N,Nr:»Sl«)> I 1
ALTEK bl.63 ___ __ __ . ...... _______ __
PURGE GM/MPCf I XGOXOM I T/KFSXSI NGLE
EQUI.V KGG.KNN/MPCF 1 /MGGY.MNN/MPCF 1 XHGGY.BNN/MPCF 1 /KOGGY
CHKPNT ' GM.RG»GD.KFS.USET »KNN .MNN.BNN.K4NN
A4-3






JUMP.. LBL4 . . •
LABEL L53B ' '
MCF2 USt'T.GM.KGG.MGGY.HGGY.KAGGYXKNN.MNN.BNN.KANN
AL1I-R 74.74 -.
COND L87.OMIT . __.
ALTER~77.77 .- ' . • - " ; . : " - " : " J" '"" "". '' ' '













____ ^ '. . . _____ ____ ____
L8T
.CPARL.CPFOA.CPNSK.CPGMN.EQR.t.OL.tOA.l OO. I'OH .
^fe X ,e:XT«&QMT «EQNT . t Q6T .UQGTC .MOCG . HOGGV/KF. AC. 1
KLL.KLH.KHR.LLL.ULL.DM.X.COm .DMT .C(IT,f.MT/m AC1
LCPS.HEACT ». H-SV,T MUST OV. OCFlNr.O T» CVNV-KM1 V OC,
UStT.KAA./KLL «KLR»KRK . » i S _____
KLL/LULiULL
LLL.ULL.KLR:.KRR/DM
KLL.KLR.KRR.DM ...... _i____._ _______ .











GPL tUSKT .Ml- .r.(JHT//C .N.ry
. ^KLR.DM.KRR/X'/C.N. I t
GPL..U5* T .SIL.X//C.N.K
EQR.X ./(- X/C.NtO/C.N. 1XC.N.O «
F X / h X T
GPL .USh I .ML.t XI//C.N.U
CP^(JA/llMn/CMNS^/SIN(,L^ /CPC.MN/
/fcOg/CIMI T /KOM/MPC* 1




EOR.HMT ,/rOL/C .K.C/C .N. I/C.N.O
COND LCPI .OMI1
VtC USeTXCPFOA/CVN.F/C.N.OXC.N.A J.
_TRNSP GO/GOT . . " . . ' • .
MPYAD t.OA.GOT'.Xl OOXC.N.O/C.N. 1-/C.N.O
MtHGfc - .l:Oi.l..tOA. ,CPF«IA.X» Of /C . N . 1 XC .N. 2/C
LABIAL LCPJ _ ______ .._ _____ . ..... _. .
EQUt'v • EOF.EON/SlNGLtr .
CONO LCPa.SINGLK
. V t C ' j USeTXCPNSFXG.'N.NXC«.M.SXt .M'.K t
A4-4
_N_A.-.S_.T_R AN E X .t C U T. .1 V C C O N T R O L O .L C K t= C H t>
MERGE. • ,tOF.,CPNSF , /EON/C.N.I XC.N.2/C.N,?
LABEL LCPZ : ___________ _ _____ ______
TRNSP bONXCONl
MATGPR GPL.USfcT ,51 L .ECINT//C .N.N
KQUIV EQN.EQG/'MPCFl ____ _. ._ __________
COND • LCP3.MPCF1 .
VEC USET/CPGMN/C.N.G/C.N.M/C.N.N *
_TB14SP_ __ GM/GMT ______ __ .. __ : ______________ _ _.
MPYAD EON.GMT./lraM/X .N.O/C.N. 1/C.N.O
MERGE EOM. .EON. .CPGMN./l OG/C.N. 1/C.N.2/C .N.2
TRNSP EQM/fc-QMT ___ _ ___ _______ ____________ ; _.
MATGPR GPL.USE7 .SIL.EOMT//C .N.M
LABEL LtP3 :
CMKPNT •.. .CPF.OA-tCI-'NSErCPGMNtCPAPL .
CHKPN1 t-OG
I OG/I 0(.l
_ ..... _klJGJ_»/.i;OG1t/C.r.ALI'HA=(^H<../l .0.0 ) »
* ASSUME CONVkHSIOM OF MASS TO LHS e JH(>.4
PURGE MDGG/NOMGG/MOGGY/CtHJPLH
..CQNQ__ _ LCP4 .NUMGG ____ ______ __ .; _____ .._
SMPYAD EQGtMGG.I:QGTCt . ./MOGG/C.N.3/T..N. 1/C.N,0 *
LABEL LCP4 : •
CUND LCPS. COUPLE _ _______ _.!_.... .
SMPYAO EOG.MGGY.KOGTC.../MOGGY/C.N.3/C.N. 1/C.N.O S
LABEL LCPS
MATPRN MUGG. MUGGY. . .// S ] ___ ..... __ ._
COND LCP8.TPCOPY
StEMAT KAA.. . .//C.N.Pk'lMl
S.FEMAT MAA . . . .//C .N.PK INT ____ ________ _.
OUTPUT] GM.GO.KFS.KAA.//C: .N.-I/C.N.O/V.Y.TPNAMT
OUTPUT 1 MAA.,..// I
bHLMAl K 4 A A . . . ,//C: .N.F'IM N I









.N_A_S .T '.SLJL.H . E X K C N T M O L D I. C K C.C H II
CHO OF FIRST CARP IN CHCCKPOINt. DICTIONARY Til nr. (••UNCMLM PUT H(>N T H I S
RESTART PHASE? . SRMHI . 8/?b/V3. 13'>J-f..
A4-6
PHASE Z (PART I>
SRM COUPLING
C A S I C O N T R O L I. i: C K f C H II
CARD :.. ' . .
COUNT ;
i TITLE - PHASK 2. i PART i>
_ .2.... ..... SUBT.1.TLE- = SRH COUPLING HUN
3 MAXLINLS # <>0000
4 Ct-HO = UllTII
5 __ M>'C _____ '.. - bO'JO
".6 OUTPUT'ipLOTI ~ "
« T SET t » ALL
B
9 AXES = MY.X.Z
10 V lhW * 30.O.45.O.O.O
11 FIND SCALE. ORIGIN l.SHT 1
iz , ' ••••. .PLOT ' .•; "•..••''' -•-.-• . . ..•
; 13 BEGIN BULK !
A4-7






























































































































































U U L K li A

















3. ISO —90. OOO
9.750 180.OQO
_ 3 , 1 80__ 1 8_0 .00 0
9.75O 9O.OOO
3.1BO 9O.OOO
9 . 7SO _ O.O



























































1 b . 1 60
18.1 00
IH. 16O
1 * . 1 00





1 8 .1 60
IB. 16O






















































t C H (1
























































































 GR 1 O
GRID
/GRIP . '-'"•















































































































r H U L K r>








































3. ISO -90. OOO
9.75O 18O.OOO
A 1 A (1
• 6' . .
1 18.160
118.160
1 1 8 . 1 60

































































































K t C. H











































































































































































































L K l> A 1 A















_!.3 1 ._3«32 1 7 .94
9O . O 2 1 7 . 94

































































































































K !• C M U




























































































OM 1 T 1
DM IT 1












































































. _ .^OM l.Ti 1.2345 6_ 7293










U T D U L K IJ
• • • • ' 4 .. 5 .
7481.















• 74OO . .
;





























































































K c H n

















































































































































. *> 9 M 1 3
.99813





























19O959-2.8.91 4P 3.2343PCI 01
«J 78S04-25. SM31- I^.O«>«7f.r, Oi>
OdlOS I . IC 'SO? ^4.45«l?t lO^
O61OS .913934 43.51 1ODFO4






tlOI^ AU: f.OUNTp 230
*** USER INFORMATION ME SSACifc 2O7t BULK DATA N(11 f.OfJTbD. XSOR1 »ILL wr-CIHI)FM O f C K .
A4-12
PHASE g XPART I)
SRM COUPLING RUN
SARD
5 II R T • F O
3 .. 4 .
f i O L K P A T A U ' C H f l
7 .. 8 . . *>
-30.494 fc.138
' COUNT • 1 .. £ .. ^ . < > . . rv ••
' Ir-CONROD 1 . 7001 7O97 1 .OOOOOOJ,
2jr.CORO.2C _JOO __ 696 . 74.738. -3O.494 6.138 200.0
3-GCSSRM 74.738 O.O O.O
.4-CORO2H 101 696 74.73ft -3O.494 h.138
tj-f.HSSRM 200. -3O.4«>4 _. ft, 13H
10
CCSSRM
. 6-CORO2H 696. Q
7-tRSTANK 66.2S O.O
..._ 8_-PMJ BH AC. ,,_ .0 .
O-DMI Of1 AC i
1O-OMI KOR • O
11- DM1 bOR . 1
12-tEOI 17.866*
13-OMI EQR 2





































_» 84. 6.0 3?
EfM* 9
38.3298






























































































-.OblO5 1.1«502 34.4S<»3 F.EO3
-»0*>lOti .913934 43.511O CCO4
-.19b959V2P.4i 1836.979O f,rQ5 '
^978SO« -2.0. 9608-183. 714CF O6
-..061Of> 1.1488b 24.3M4S EKO7
-»OI20<»7.98O33P -. !Ob«»S9-8 .9482536.979 CFO8
' •' 1 .;. 1 .
. i.o'. • - - • - • ' ' . •
• '1 ' ? • " ; • ' . 2 • I
I.O 1.0
1HO.OOO i?S.C'4>v IOO 4!>fc
90.0OO' ^5.k">^ IOO «>>«i
O.OOO ?S.?4? lOO «'t»..
-90.000 i.'b.a'*? 100 . 4r-»t.
180.000 44.i>00 100 4bf>























































































































96- (.U 1 ll


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 • XPART In
SRM COOPUING RUN .
t, .
CARD

















1 1 7- GR I D
. I I «*-'<•« ID
II 9- GRID
I20-<ifil\)
1 •/ \ - (.!' 1 1 )
I?.'- t>l< ll>
























.._!.» .7- UM1 11
I46.-OMIT1
I*9-OMITI
. Vt>0r JW» I T 1




















'. 7*9.3: ,' '•



















































































R T I - D H U L K 1 1 A T A E
..' 4 .. 5 •• 6 .. '7
9.75O -I20.6OOI1R.160 IOO
7.660 -120.0001 18. 160 100
5.370 -I;M>. nooi IM. i6(i 100
3.1HO -li 'O.OOOl IH. K,U IOO
_V_«J!5_0.. .-I5Q. .0.00.1.1 B. 16P IOO
7.S60 . -150.000118. 16O IOO
S.370 -IbO.OOOl 1B.160 IOO .
3j*J.80. -If>0. OOO 1 IS. 160 _ 100 _:_
9.75O 1HO.OOO 142.713 100
3.18O I8O.OOO 142.713 IOO
9.75J) 90.000 142.713 100
3.180 9O. 000 142.713 IOO
9.750 O.O 142.713 100
,3..JJIO . O.O .142.713 100 "
9.75O -9O.OOO 142.713 IOO
3.I8O -90.000 142.713 IOO
9.75O ISO. OOO 167.267 IOO
3.180 180.000 J67.P67 IOO
9.750 90.000 167.267 100
3, |(M> 'lO.OpO 167.267 IOO
0.7SO 11. o li. /..•(,; Ilio
•». 1 lid o.o Iti /.;•», / Kill
".^•..0 ••..•(!. (IOO Ib/.^fi/ IOO
3.1RU -90»'OO.O. I6.7»?67 IOO . :
9.75 IPO.O 196. 2S IOO
9.436«,7 131.383 1.96.25 IOO
9.75 «>O.O ««•<».?•., IOO
9.436t>7 71..HH3 196. 2ti IOO
9.7t> O.O 196.25 I'OO
9.436S7 -*8.6I7 196.25 IOO
9.75 -90.0. 196.25 IOO
9.*3*t>7 -I08.617I96.2"» IOO
It.i2!> IRO.O 217.94 IOO
14.71>«<77I Jl .3H:< 217. 94 IOO
15.25 <JQ.O 217. «4 IOO
14. 7597771 .31)3 217.94 100
1S.2S O.O .. 217.94. JOO
. .I*>?-S.9.7_7-46..._6.I7. _2ljT.,94 10.0.
15.25 -9O.O 217.94 IOO
14 .7t>9 77-1 OB. 6 172 17. "4 100
«<9.96 —19.41O7A.OO71 IOO
196.25 13.87?«.89.75 IO1
196.25 1 3.87258-9.75 101
•3 . . . ' . . '
1 1.0 fti:"l 1
7291 7204 72"5 7?«>6
73O2 ._ 7.1O.-5 /.!Oi> T3»f
7312 . 7314 , • 7>Jt> 7?IH
7323 7324 . 7 3 2 6 ' 7327
7334 7335. . 733t>' . -
C H (1










































































































































































































































D H U L K O I
























































































































pHAfit-: 2 IPAHT 1 >
SDH COUPLING RUN






































































































L C H 1 1
7?O8
10




























{ SOLID ROCKEJ BOOSTER COMBINED MODEL PHASE U PT. 1
— 116 DEGREES OF FREEDOM Z702239 -
• • ,Hkj,:,, -<->•.....—-::_____ •







ALTER 2.2* PARAMETER DEFAULTS
PARAM V/C.N.NOP/V.V.NOSUB=0



















'PURGE O GP S T / TR UE

























34-. 35 . ' ' • .





.L34A . • • •
ERWOR3.COUPLI
L34B '. • .
llNN.bFF .liAA.bt.GV/NIMH.
• K4GGY.K4NN.K4Ff- .K4AA/NIJK4
HGGV<K4GCy.K4NN.K4l-H .K4 A A .MGG • MGG .HNN .LiFt- .
37.37
LBL1.NUMGG .
42.42 * IF CUUPLING RUNiCUMblNCS SUBSTBUCTUKI .'•.
CPG1 .KI .MI .KGC.I .MhGI .KGC.S.MGGS.KC.T.MM/'Cdl.iPLi
K4GGS.K4C.GI.K40l . G1K 1 ,K 4 1 1 .K4 l/C«UPLk
Ul .UGGi..l.iCGI .UGT . Gl A( ,M At..L>»- AC/CCHIHLt
KGGS.MGGS.KrtGGS.tlGOS
X/C .N .HOP/ V .N ,CHECK=0
i b A A
,A5-1
N A S T A N t X t C U 1 IV C (I N T H L C II II
COND LPCV.CUUPLK i SKIp.NOT A C11UPLING RUN
INPUTT1 X....XC.N.-3XC.N.9XV.Y.TPNAML:q *_LJ SJ_I APC F, ME WIND
PARAM XXC.N.NUPXV.N,PASS=1 S. INITIAL LIIOP PA^-S PAKAVII' 1 !• R
PURGE K4GGS.K4GGI .K4GT.G1KI.K41I.K.4I . GFA C ,«H A CXNUkK>»
PURGE C.1K.I .GF AC./i,UMGK./K4 1 .K.F ACX£ UL>K4 /bGGf .UGG1 .HG1 . i',F_AC /SUBB
CMKPNT K4GGS.8GGS — -
JUMP LUOPC
LABEL. LUOPC S TOP OK LOOP
PARAM X/C.N.SU8/W .N.PASSI/V.N.PAf.S/'C.N.i-
INPUTTI /CPGI .K| .Ml . . XC.N.b/C.tv.V *
COND LPC 1.PASS I
'JUMP LPC3
LABEL LPCI
Mt_RGE . ...K I.CPGI <.—1 /C.N.2XC.N ,il,
...MI,CPGI ./MGGSXC.N.-l /C.N,2/C.N.f>MtRGt.
CONl>
KbHGt . . . ..CPGI ,/K.4GC,S/C.N.-|/C.Nti^/'C.N.Ij
LABEL LPC2
COND LPC3.SUbb






MERGE.. ...MI .CPGI ./MGGI /C .N .- 1 /C .N. 2/C . N.6
ADD KGGS.KGGI/KGT t












V.N.NUG I 4 _____ __
PUWGh 1-.IM /NIJGI ~~
CtlND LPC 5.NIK', I
PAR AMR //C .N.CI'MPLll X/C .N.O ,0/V .N.GIR/C « N. 0 . O/V . N. G I 1
"ADD KI .XGIKIXV'.N.GI *
LAORL LPCt>
CUND U PC b. SUi'K. 4 •_
PARAML KF AC/ /C .N . f)M I/<_ .1-4 . 1 X V . W .P A Sfi/V .N .*K4R J

























V.N.NOUI * . •
COND LI'CHA.NUUl
INPUT11 /BI ... ./C.N.l)/C.N.«y *












PARAM //C.N.AUD/V.N.PASS/-V.N.PASS/C.N . i

























Gl- I .KGGYXKGG/V.N.HISI T/V.N.NOGf-NLXV.N.MlSIM-l *
t>3
PUNGE GM/MPCH/'GU/UMlT/KFS/SlNGLt
EOillV KGG.KNN/MPCF 1/MGGY.MNN/MPCKl/BGGY.BNN/MPCF 1 XK 4GGV .K4NN/MPCI- 1
CHKPNT GM.KG.GO.KFS.UStT .K.NN.MNN.BNN.K4NN
A5-3













MO. 2 USE T.GM.KGG.MGGY.BGGY.K4GGY/'KNN .MNN.HNN.K4NN








LAUEL LB7 "" — - _ . .
PURGE CPAKL.CPFUA.CPNSF .CPGMN .LOK.hQL . I O A ,F On.l-.Of ,f UM ,K OM .COG/MI' ACT
PURGE EA.tLXT.tQMT.EClNT.fcOOl ,EQGTC.MOGCi .MIiGGYXI>h AC1
OKT.DMT.filT . CM T/T.I-ACT
I Nl O TO Gf N! KAT I 1 U<i
PURGfc KLL.KLU.KKK.LLL.ULL .DM







MPVAD KLW,l)M.Kk(</X/C..N. 1 t




TRNSP ____ ______ . __
MATGPH GPL.US1 I ,S I L .1. XlV/C .N.lt
PURGE CPFOA/llMn/CPNtF/S




MPVAD I. OR.DMT./KH./C .K.O/C . U . 1/C.N.U
MtRGP tOH»t-uL,iCI'/«l<l ./I








MPVAD t.OA.GdT ,/e OII/C,N,U/L.N, I/C ,N . C






A S T R A N . E X E C U T I V E C O U T H OJL <?_•:. _C K E C_H (I
..EOF..CPNSF./KUN/C.N.1/C.N.2/C.N.2








MERGE E.OM..EON..CPGMN./UUG/C.N. l/t .N . J'yC.N.i--
TRNSP fcQM/bQMT '_





ADD t'QGT.XEQGTCXC. Y.ALMHUO ( aafa.4 ,O.O ) 3
*'. ASSUME CONVERSION Of MASS TO LtiS # 3 8 6 . A
PURGE MDGG/NOMGG/MOGGY/COUPLK








SEEMAT MAA,.. .//C.N.PIUNT '__
OOTPUTl G^»GO.KFS.KAA.//C.M,-I/C.N.O/V.V.TPNAME
OUTPUT 1 MAA«;,.// *
COND LCPV.NOK4
SEEMAT K4AA....//C.N.PMIN1











N A S T U A N t - X f : C U l l V t r C O N T M H L D f - C K 1 ( 1 4 1 1
ECHO OF FIRST CARD IN CHUCKPOINT DICTIONARY TO BfT PUNCHf-O OUT FOR THIS
RtSTART PHA.Sb'2 .SMMK1 . 8/^ 6/73. 17786.
A5-6
PHASE 2 iPAKT I)
SRM COUPLING RUN
















TITLE = PHASE 2 < PART 1)





SET 1 = ALL
PLOTTER CALCOMP 7^ 5. 1U5
AXbS * MY.X.Z
VIEW = 30. 0.4t>. 0.0.0
































































































































































1 0 U L
. • 4 • •
-81.6683
48.432
K H A 1 A l> f C K


























































































































































































t C H (1
.8 .. 9 .. 10
O.O 57.5l3hG»PTANK




































































































































































































f! U L K l> A T A D
4 5 .. 6
V.75O 6O.OOO 11R.160






































1 B . 1 (SO
111. 160
1 H . 1 6O
























3.1 BO O.O 142.7i;t






























































t" c H n

















































































































































































\ ) T H U L K D A T A
.. 4 .. b .. 6 .
9.75 90.0 196.25
9.43657 71.383196.25
9.43657 -48. 61 71 96.25
9.7ft -9O.O 196.25
9. 43657-108.6171 96. 25
15.25 180.0 217.94
14.7597-7 131.383217.94
15.25 9O.O 217. "«4




















































































E C H fi
























































































OM 1 ! 1
MM 1 T 1
UM 1 1 1








































































































































































































































7 3 2 7
7317
E C H O







































































































































































































T A D I C K e C H P










. 1973? 8 .«>78504-2l..btt3I-l<<.Of>87tr.O2
, -.„,„„, ,.,8SO, 34.4,93t,-03
3 -,0«.I05 .913934 43.5I10CEO4
.'.'80338-. 19fi9S9-28.4 1 18 3h.979Of.FOb
.,•„,,„ .,^04-20.^-,83.7,4CfO,
3 -.OhIOb 1.14886 24 .394 Stl 07













»*» US» H I NKIIi;M*1 IlilJ Mi: . ,S/( . | ,.•<»/. liULK I < A I A N(!l M .'•/ T 1.11. X M iM 1 »^1 L L _»;(- -UI.'OI-W Dt. CK .
I
A5-12




COUN1 . 1 .. 2













U L K D A T A





K C H O
• • 8 . • 9 .. 1O
-30.494 6.138 CCSSRM
3-CCSSRM 74.738 O.O O.O
4-COHD2K 1OI 696 74.738 -3O.494 6.13H
5-C-RSSRM 200. -30.494 6.136
74.V3H -26.570115.6963 CRSSRM
6-CORO2H 696 . O
7-&RSTANK 66.25 O.O





I 3- DM I
14-Ct02
15- DM1
1 7- DM 1
19-DMF
21-DMI











































































































































































































-. 1 96959-28 .4 1 1 836.979O tEQ5
- .O«>IOS
-i!0. 9608-1 83. 71 4f.f O6
1 .14885 P4.3945 CCO7




































PHASL 2 XPAKT 114






>4 - Gl< I D
,5- GM 1 U
56-GHID
57- GW 1 D
58- GR 1 0
59-C.J-IU
t>O- GW 1 II
6 1 - GH 1 L>







69- GW 1 D
70-CKH)
7 1 - Gl< 1 f >













69- GH 1 U
90- GH 1 D




S5- GR 1 U





































































































































































































1 1 O.I 60










1 1 fi. K.O
I 1 n . li . o




1 1 H . I 6 0
1 I H . 1 6 O










1 1 K . 1 6 0






















































I. C H 0


















































































































































































































3 . 1 PO
V.7&O
3 . 1 BO
0.750
3 . 1 8O
<J.7SO

















H U I K DA
-12O.OOOI 1H.1«<0
-I2O.OOOI 1 H. |r>0
-1 2O.OOO1 1 *. 160































15.25 . 90.0 217.94
14.759r77l.383 217.94
15.25 O.O . 217.94
I4.75V77-4B.AI7 217.94












13. 8 7258-9. 7ft
.3






























































































































































































































































H t< T fc D B U























































1 4 ;'• 4









































































f C H 0


























































21 X- PL.I) IkL





















t.-?V- I'LII 11- 1































































































































If It U L K l>









































































































SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER COMBINED MODEL PHASE E PT. 2
116 DEGREES OF FREEDOM Z704247




S CL 7 , 0
C I A G 2 . 7 . 3 . 13.14.19.*!. 22
ALTER 2 .2
FILE C C C = S < V E / O M C = S A V E
P A R A M / /C .O.NCP/V.K. TBUE=-l
F A R A M / /C . N . N Q P / V . Y ,NOK«=-1
P A R A M / / C « > «NCP/V. .V iNOHG = - i
FAHAM // C . l> .NCP/'V . Y ,TPCCPV = -
A L T E K 17.17
S A V E J L W K f L C T . F L T F L G . P F ILF.
ALTER 2 5 . 4 7 ,
CHKFNT EST . 6 C FT . riPCT . C F. I
ALTEC 52.67
INPUTT1 / . . . . /C.f> . -2 /C. h. WV. >
PURGE K 4 A A / M X 4 / E * / / N O e G
.CChO L T I I . M P C F 1
I^FUTT1 . X C N , , ,, /C.l>
 t 0 / C t N . Q t
LABEL LT I 1
CCNO LT 12 .CMIT
ISPUTT1 /CC t . • . /C. h.O/C.N.9 *
LABEL LT 12
CCNC LT 13 . S I N C L 6
IKPUTT1 / K F £ , , , , /C. K.O/C.N.9 S
LABEL L T 1 J
1SPUTT1 / K A « . IkA^ . , . / C . K , 0/C.N .9 $
CCNC LT 14 . N C K 4
^PUTTl /K4 «* , . , , /C. ^ .0 /C. N. 9 t
LABEL LT 14
INPUTT1 /£".... /C. N.O/C.N, 9 t
LABEL IT 15
Ct-KPNT CX . C*T .KG. GC . CUCiKFS. QPC.USET .KAA
 (I«IAA t K4AA « H A A
ALT EP 1 0-i
CCNC L 10 J.TPCCPV .
OUTPUT !• • , . .//Ct N, - 1/C.N. 0/V ,V , TPNAMF
LABEL L 10 J .. .
A t T 1 0 I . i! B i I i' H











C S F T C . GV , 'JC.K/>A,L! A » , M A A , K 4 A A . K2PP.M2PP .H
CCC . K 2 C C . ^riCC . H20C/C, N, CMPLEV/C ,N,OI SP/C
U ,BDi). MDD.GM5,
.D I rfcf. 1/C . Y .G=0. O/
A6-1











C .N iO .O/C .N .C .0/V,N.NCK2PP/V,N.NON2PP/\.,K ,NCH2f P/V.K.VPCFl /
V ,N ,S INGUH/V.N. OM IT/V ,N ,NQUE/ V, >.NOK4/V, 'V . NCHG / V . N , KOEK2/C ,N . - 1 t
13S. 135 .
E 2 C C ,ECO/NCEC/»42CC.MOC/NOCPC't /K2DO.KOD/KDEKZ
J56
CFI- IC.CPGI=.F.PHG. CPhI*. CGMN. CPH IM ,PH I G .CN JF ,CPHI S .CPH IF /JUMFFLCT
C F O » tCPHOt CPU*. Pf IN/JUMPPLQT
L ISS.JUfrFPLCT



































U S E T C / C P C E / C t N . P / C t N . C/C.N, E
CFMIP.,CPCE/<PHG, , t /C.Nt l/C,Kt£/C.N,2
CFH ll> tCCKN.CFI - IM, PH 1 G , CN £F . CP H I J.CPHIF/1RIE
,< f C».CFHlb,C.P.»-I-»t PHIN/TRUE ' . . . ' .
L 1 S S C
t IE 5 » . .'
CGI•^ .Cpl- IN. Ft-IG/MPCFl
CFK ICt CPh IN/WPCF1 . .
L ISSi.MPCFl •
'US61/C6MN/CtN.6/C.N.M/C»N.N
CFHIC..CG»'K/CPHM.CPHIN,,/C.N. 1/C.N.i/C.N ,2/C ,N.2
CPHIK.CPHIN, , , , CCWN/PH G/C .N . I/C.N.2/C ,N,2 «
FUC.fiFI- IG/TPUE . .
^Sf .CPUS. CFUF/TRUE
C F C A . C P t - 1C , CPU A, PH IN/THUiE
L I 5 5 C .
U 1 5 S E
C f > S F iCPI- li. PH IN/S INCLE
C F t ^ IK, CFt- IP/S INGLE •
L issc.s INCLE
LSET/CNSF/C.N.N/C.N,S/C,N.F
f FHh.,CNSF/CFHIS.CPHIF,./C.N, I/C,Nf 2/C.N.2/C.N.2








L 1 S 5 . C I W I T '
C S E T / C F C ! « / C , N . F / C . N . O / C
 tN. A .
CPH If , ,CFUA/CPHIU,CPHIA, t/C .N .1 /C.N,Z/C.N,2/C .N.2
CFH 1C , C°H [ A. , . , CFCA/f iPHIG/C.N, 1 /C.N ,2/C ,fv ,2 t
H55C
F F H I C
/ /C .h .SUe /V .N .SCAL AP/V .N.NS IL/V.N.LLSE1
S R ,S IP/SC1LAR/EGPCT. EGPOPXSCALAR
I i S S E . S C A L A S .
.5 IL/etFOF ,S IP/V ,N.LUSET>VtN.LL JEP *
A6-2
S T P * N E X E C U T I V E C C N 1 M C L O E C K f c f H C
S»VE ILSF.C
LJBEL L156E
OKFM ECPCf .3 IP.
SCR2 C <3EXX, CSTM, ,', EdKX IK, £'IL • .'.BGPDP. . t RPHIfi . . / , .CPHIo , , .Mt'HI f- /
C.N. S T A T I C 3 1
CFP CFMC ..... //V,N ,C»UCNC
.
FLCT FLTP«B.GOShTS,eLSeTS,CAS(TX)C,BePDT,F.QEXIK,£lP .PFHI <J ,/RLGT X2 /V ,
NS IL/V.N.L JSET/V.N, JUNPFLCT/V.N .PLTFLG/V.N.PF ILfc »
S»VE F F t L E
L^BEL L15E
CCKC L 1S5F.TCCOPY
CUTPUT1 CPH IP ,BPt- IG, , .// i
L*EEL L IbSF
ALTER 166 , 16S :
EKC/ ILTEP
CENC
PHASE 1 ( P / P T Z
SPM 6 P P C P 6 L L * N T
P A C T O f COMPLEX E IGENVECTORS
C A S E C , O N I R O L O R C K E C H C
CCUNT . .
1 TITLE = PHASE 1 ( P A R T 2 ) .
2 SL8TITUE = SRM & PPOPELLAN1 .
3 MAXUNES = S O C C C
0 VPC . .= «050 V
5 ECHO. = EQTh
6 CM6THOC = 1
7 VECTOR = ALL
8 LABEL = REAL P«RT OF CCfPLE* EIGEKVECTaRS ' ___ _~
9 CUTPUTCPLOT-) ~~ --- - - —
10 SET 1 = *LL _
11 PLOTTER CALCOMP 7 « E , 1 C 5
1£ *XES ' =. # V , X » Z •
12 V I E W = 20 . 'C>.4£ .C«C. .Q.
14 FIND SC*LE. ORIGIN I. SET 1 .
15 fLOT
16 MAXIMUM OEFORMAT1CN £.0
17 FIND S C A L E > O R I G I N Z t S E T 1
18 PLOT S T A T I C DEFORMATION 1 THB L 14. SET 1. ORIGIN 2 . SHAPE • VECTOR XY7
19 EEC IN BULK .
A6-4-
PHASE 1 < P / > P T i t
SB* f. F P C F E L L A N T
F * f = T t f E I C E N V E C T O R S


























































































































































. . 4 .
7057







































7 . E t O
E.370

























































































1 IB . 160
1 18. 160
118. 160





1 1 8. 160
1 18. 160
1 IU. 160






























































































57. f 136f .KST *IMK




PHASE 1 ( P A C T i »
SB*' t
FEAL F * S T Cf CCMOLEX E I G E N V E C T O R S
I N P U .T
1
G R I D
G P I O
G R I D
G P I D
G P I O
GR ID
G P I O
G R I D
GR ID
G R I D
GR IO
GR 10
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
GR 10
GRID
G R I D





G R I O
G R I D
G P I O .
GRID
G R I D
GR ID
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D




G R I O
C R I D
GR ID
C R I O
G R I D
GR ID
CR ID
G R I D
GRID
G R I D




7 2 C 5
7 2 C C
7 2 C 7































































































G U L K 0



















































A T A C







































































































K f C H C





















































PHASE 1 ( P / R T < )
SUM C F S C F 6 L L A K T







































































6 2 5 5
eoci
t ecs
6 C C 3
6 C C 4
tecs
e c c e
6007
e c c e
eo£ i
6 C 2 2
C C 2 2
e C 2 4
O C J E
tat
6 C 2 7
e o < e
e c c s
6 C 2 5
ec« i
£ 0 4 2
C C 4 2
6 C 4 4
e c 4 s
. 6 0 4 6
ec4 7


































7 6 C 1





7 4 C S
. 7 S C S .
76 (5
7 6 C 3
76Cf t
C S C 1
6 5 C 4
6 5 C 7
f s i c
7 0 C 1
7CI3






7 4 6 1
t T E U









L K D A T A








































7 5 C S
7 8 C 9 .
7 S 7 3
7 6 6 7





7 0 1 3
7 C 2 5
703 7





7 4 9 3




















































































7 -\ £• 1
7HO 1
K F C H C
















































7 4 i' 1
7:1^5
7 S 0 3
10
A6-7
PHASE I < P « f i T 2 )
SB» C P P C F E L L 4 N T
PEAL FACT CF CCMPLEX E ICENVECTORS






















































6 C 7 3
6 C 7 4
6 C S 1
6 C S 2
C C ? 3
60<54























































7 C C 4



































6 S C 7
7 C C 4
7097




. - 7 6 6 7









7 C 4 0




7 1 C C




7 4 S 6
7 5 C 6
7E20
7464












7 2 S 1 7294
7 2 C ? 7303






7 C 1 6 7 02 8
































































































































I IP t fT Z
F F C F E L L / 1 N T
F A & T CF Ct W P L E X 6 IC tNVE CTDRS






















te ic-c i c .c
PAR AM' NOK4
P A P A M 7PN4MES
E N C C A T A
. 3





7 3 f e
7464
76C3
7 I e 7
INV





7 2 C 5
72C8
7304





























F. f- I G C I
T O T A L CULNT= i 14
*** US6P I^FCP VAT ICN T A T A NOT SOK U C . > ? *> I LL Ci:.
A6-9
PHASE 1 <F«T- 2 »
SRX fc PFCFELLANT
SEAL F A f = T
C / R C
CCWFLEX EICENVECTOKJ































































6 9 C 4
6 9 C 7
69 1C





7 C J C
7 C 3 7
7 0 4 C
7 0 * 7
7 1 C C
7 1 C 9
7112
712 1





5 2 C 5
7 2 C 8
72 17









7 2 9 E
7 2 9 6
7 2 9 7
7 2 9 8
7299
7 3 C C
7 3 C 1
2 . . 3
7 0 C 1
696




25 . . C . C
INV











































































3 . 1 80
9. 7EC
3. tec








































































































































































































.. S .. 10
6.13H C C S S R M
I IS.f iCf 3 f . l3?5KM
£7 .5 136 6 P S T «NK
ee IGC i
A6-10
PHASE 1 < P l f cT 2 >
SRK' t f F C F E L L » N r
PEAL FA FT CF C C W P L S X E IGENVECTORS






























7 3 - G H I U





e s- GR ic
16-GRID




9 1 - C - W I D
52- GH ID










7 3 C 3
7.3C4
7 3 C 5
7 3 C 6
7 3 C 7
7 3 C e .
7 3 C 9






7 3 1 « / <
7317
7 3 1 8
7319
7 3 Z C
7 3 Z 1
7 3 Z Z
• • ' • 7323 ' •
7 3 Z 4
73 if
.326
7 3 Z 7
73 Z 6
73Z9
7 3 3 C
733 1
7 3 3 2
7 3 2 3
7 3 3 4
7 3 3 F.
7336.
7JH?
3 3 £ £
7397
7 4 C O
7 4 C 9
7.4 1Z
74Z 1






7 £ C *
































































« . 7 £ C
7. sec
































: « . 7 E O
2.1 fO
9. 75C
3 * 1 H 0
9.7£C
. . 5 • . 6
90.000 118.160
90.000 11 W. I 60
9C.OCO I1A.16O
60.000 118.160
















-60. OOO 16. 160
- -60. 000 18. I6O
-60.000 18.160
-' 30. 300 18.160
-90.JOO 18.160
-90. OOO 18. 160
-90. OOO 18.160
-120. 0001 1«. 160
-120.0001 1H. 160
-120.0001 1H. K,c
-120. 00 01 1 ft. 1 60
-150. C001 1". 1 60
-1 50. COOI IM. 160
-ISO. OOO! IH. K.O
- ISO.O001 1 ' ( .1(0
1 MO. 000 14;;. 7 i i






















































































































PHASE 1 (FJFT . « ' ) •
$P* t F F C F 6 L L J O T
FAFT Cf CCWPLGX EIGENVECTORS
• . . _ . . s c p . T e o B U L K D A T A E C
C X R C
CCUNT.. 1 .. 2
101-.ORIO 7520 ..
102-CRID 78C1
103-GRIO 7 6 C 2
104-.CRIO 76.C5. . .
135-GRID 760f
106-GRID 7 6 C S
107-GR-tO _7C 11 ...
10 8- GRID 76 13
109-GRID 7614
MO-GRID. 7ee;
1 1 l-GRIO 7 6 6 7
1 12- OR 10 7 6 C 5
113l.GB.lO 7 S 7 C
1 1 4- GR ID 7 6 7 2
115-GRID 7 6 7 5
116-.GRIO 7617
1 17-GRID 7 6 7 6
113-GRID f \2*
1 1 9~_GR 10 e 2 ! i
120^-CRIO £ 2 « E
121-MAT1 1







































1 4 2 - P ^ P A M NOK4
143-.PAPA* 1PNAME9
144-PLOTEL t C C l
1A5-PLOTEL «CC2
146.-PLOTEL £ C C 2
147-PLOTEU £ C C 4
148-PLOTEL < O C S
149-.FLOTEL « C C 6
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